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“ How long do you want these messages to remain secret?”

“I want them to remain secret for as long as men are capable of evil.”

Neal Stephenson, Cryptonomicon

“ In general you could not assume that you were much safer in the country than in Lon-

don. There were no telescreens, of course, but there was always the danger of concealed

microphones by which your voice might be picked up and recognized; besides, it was not

easy to make a journey by yourself without attracting attention.”

George Orwell, 1984
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Intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) are an upcoming technology that allow vehi-

cles and road-side infrastructure to communicate to increase traffic efficiency and safety.

One part of such systems is cooperative awareness, where vehicles continually broadcast

messages containing their location. These messages can be received by anyone, and can

jeopardize location privacy. In this thesis we research how feasible it is to track a vehicle

in an ITS in the presence of a mid-sized attacker, an attacker that has partial network

coverage but can choose which parts to cover. We conduct an empirical study on the

campus of the University of Twente by deploying ITS hardware on a small scale. We

determine that road intersections are likely targets for an attacker to eavesdrop, and pro-

pose a graph based approach to determine which intersections an attacker should cover.

We then analyse tracking feasibility using a route-based and a zone-based approach,

considering both our empirical results and a theoretical expanded scale. Based on these

results, we perform a cost analysis to give an indication of the financial resources an

attacker needs to track a vehicle. We then look at pseudonyms as a mitigation strategy,

and evaluate different pseudonym change strategies with different privacy metrics. We

find that tracking a vehicle in the presence of a mid-sized attacker is feasible if such

an attacker has sufficient resources to cover multiple intersections. We conclude that

whilst pseudonyms cannot completely mitigate tracking, they do have a positive effect

on location privacy and can increase the resources that an attacker requires to track a

vehicle.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern vehicles are becoming increasingly equipped with a multitude of sensors that

allow them to gather data on their surroundings. Vehicles may, for example, collect

information about the temperature, road conditions or the distance to other objects and

vehicles. Along with these sensors, vehicles are also starting to become equipped with

wireless communication systems that allow them to communicate with other vehicles

and infrastructure and set up Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs). Combining these

two features allows for cooperative awareness and the development of advanced applica-

tions. These networked, context-aware vehicular networks along with their supporting

infrastructure are often called Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs).

ITS applications can significantly improve driver safety and comfort, for example by

providing warnings on road dangers or traffic jams, or automatically braking a vehicle

when a collision seems likely. At the same time, vehicles collecting and sharing data

about themselves and their surroundings gives rise to privacy issues. Many envisioned

ITS applications rely on vehicles knowing the position of both themselves and their

neighbours. Therefore, one sort of data that are periodically broadcast as part of coop-

erative safety applications are real-time location and trajectory beacons, a feature that

most likely cannot be turned off. Broadcasting these data may jeopardise the location

privacy of drivers by allowing them to be tracked.

On the one hand, tracking may be of particular interest to criminals when we consider

certain classes of vehicles, such as police vehicles or money transports. For example, if

burglars could track patrolling police vehicles they can wait until all police vehicles are

outside of a certain area before attempting a robbery, which would increase the response

1



Introduction 2

time before the police can be at the crime scene to intervene.

On the other hand, the deployment of ITSs also puts radio networking equipment into

the hands of the car owners. In an age where surveillance on the general public seems

to have become common place, ITSs may allow for a role reversal where the general

public can record the activities of those usually doing the surveillance. This type of

recording by the general public is called sousveillance, and the general setup can be seen

in the cartoon in Figure 1.1. In an ITS where all cars are equipped with networking

equipment, anyone is able to eavesdrop on messages from equipment in government or

police vehicles, and use this to try to track them.

Figure 1.1: Difference between surveillance and sousveillance [1]

In this thesis we investigate empirically how feasible it is to track vehicles in an intelligent

transportation system, by deploying ITS equipment on the campus of the University of

Twente. Using data from this real-world experiment, we analyse different tracking meth-

ods that an attacker can employ. We subsequently investigate a theoretical expanded

scale of the experiment, and describe tracking feasibility in terms of attackers of various

levels of resources. By determining the requirements and resources of an attacker we

give a cost analysis, giving us a realistic overview of how likely these attacks on privacy

might be in reality. Finally we look at what can be done to mitigate tracking, looking

at pseudonyms as a promising mitigation strategy. We describe the pros and cons of

pseudonyms and to what extent they are effective in the context of our experimental

data. We conclude that even though pseudonyms cannot eliminate the risk of tracking

completely, they can still form an important line of defence. Through this thesis we

hope to shed light on the complexities of location privacy in vehicular networks, and
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more importantly, to raise awareness of the need to ensure such privacy in all upcoming

ITSs.

The rest of this document is organised as follows: Chapter 2 gives a description of the

system model, describing what components constitute an ITS, the security requirements

of the system, and the classes of adversaries that we consider. Chapter 3 describes the

objectives of our research, and states our research questions. Chapter 4 puts our research

into context by examining the related work. Chapter 5 describes how the experiment

was set up, and what decisions an attacker needs to make to track vehicles. Chapter

6 describes how the experimental data was processed and analysed, and how this data

can actually be used to track a vehicle. Additionally, this chapter looks at what the

effects are if a larger scale is considered, and gives a cost analysis. Chapter 7 looks

at how tracking can be mitigated using pseudonyms, and evaluates the effectiveness of

pseudonyms using different privacy metrics. Chapter 8 gives an overview of how we

answered our research questions, and what future work remains to be done. Finally, it

also gives our overall conclusions and final words.



Chapter 2

System Model

2.1 System Architecture

We consider a VANET consisting of both vehicles and supporting road-side infrastruc-

ture. An example of such a set up can be seen in Figure 2.1.

OBU
OBU

OBU

infrastructure
connectivity

broadcast range
(single-hop)

multi-hop
forwarding

V2V

V2I

RSU

Figure 2.1: Typical ITS setup

To allow vehicles in a VANET to send and receive messages, they are equipped with a

station called an On-Board Unit (OBU). An OBU typically consists of a car computer

with networking hardware. An OBU can collect diverse sensor information such as vehi-

cle trajectory data or road conditions, and process and send these data. Apart from the

OBUs in the vehicles, there is also static infrastructure to improve data dissemination

and to provide connectivity with back end systems. These static infrastructure stations

consist of Road-Side Units (RSUs), which are similar to OBUs except that they are fixed

in place and typically have additional network access.

Both OBUs and RSUs can send different types of messages to any other stations that are

in range. The ETSI ITS standard defines two different types of facility layer messages

4



System Model 5

that vehicles can transmit, namely Cooperative Awareness Messages [2] and Decentral-

ized Environmental Notification Messages [3].

Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) enable vehicles to send

asynchronous warning notifications to vehicles, for example when there has been an ac-

cident or there are hazardous road conditions. DENMs are delivered to vehicles in the

area affected by an event. Messages are forwarded using multi-hop broadcasts (MHB),

where vehicles and RSUs may forward messages so that they reach the appropriate ve-

hicles. DENMs are only sent when there has been a noteworthy event, and typically

require reliable packet delivery. Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) support ve-

hicular safety and traffic efficiency. Their main purpose is to allow applications to know

about the status of a vehicle or RSU. The ETSI standard specifies that these messages

should be broadcast with a frequency of 1-10Hz [2]. CAMs are broadcast only to the

immediate neighbourhood of a vehicles, and as such are single-hop broadcasts (SHB). A

typical CAM includes the unencrypted latitude and longitude of a vehicle, its trajectory,

a timestamp and an identifier.

In order to send and receive these messages, standardized equipment and protocols must

be used that are suitable for vehicular environments. Due to high node mobility and

short intervals of direct connectivity, VANETs have unique network requirements. IEEE

802.11p has been defined as a standard to take into account these requirements specif-

ically for vehicular networks. 802.11p is an amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard

that allows for low overhead and quick connection setup, which is achieved by discarding

all authentication processes [4]. To enable ITS applications, ETSI has allocated 30MHz

in the 5.9GHz frequency band. Within this band, 802.11p can use channels of 10MHz

bandwidth to send and receive data.

Security Requirements

The very same features that make ITSs useful may also be abused by attackers. For

example, warning vehicles of hazardous road conditions is one of the envisaged appli-

cations of VANETs. However, this functionality may also be abused by an attacker

purposefully reporting incorrect conditions. This could cause a vehicle to brake unnec-

essarily, which in turn could lead to accidents. Vehicles could also try to masquerade as

other vehicle to try to escape liability in the case of an accident. These simple examples

already indicate that in order to be able to use VANETs reliably, the communications
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amongst vehicles and infrastructure must be secured. Papadimitratos et al. and Raya

and Hubaux identify the following basic security requirements that VANETs need to

satisfy for secure safety messaging [5] [6]:

• Authentication and Integrity : When a vehicle receives a message, it should corrob-

orate that the sender is a legitimate vehicle in the network and that the message

has not been changed. If this is not done, the receiver may react to incorrect

messages which could cause a hazardous situation. Thus messages need to be

checked for authenticity and integrity, for example by including signatures and

certificates in the messages. Note that as 802.11p does not include any of the

MAC layer authentication features that are present in standard 802.11, this needs

to be implemented at higher layers such as the network layer.

• Data Consistency : Message legitimacy can also be analysed by looking at data

consistency. For example, if the same legitimate vehicle sends two contradicting

messages, then the receiver can question the legitimacy of these messages.

• Availability : Vehicles rely on network availability to receive safety messages. For

example, if the network is not available during a hazardous scenario, then an

accident may occur. Thus the network needs to be resilient against both network

congestion and denial of service attacks.

• Non-repudiation: Senders should not be able to deny that they have transmitted

any specific message, as which vehicle sends which message may be important

when investigating a traffic accident.

• Privacy : VANETs should protect the personal and private information of its users.

This means that this information should not be disclosed directly, but it should

also not be possible to make inferences that reveal private data.

• Real-time Constraints : The high node mobility and short connectivity intervals

of VANETs mean that there are real-time network limitations. Thus strict time

constraints need to be adhered to, to ensure that vehicles receive the required

messages.

Apart from the above, Schaub et al. and Bibmeyer et al. identify another security re-

quirement, namely accountability [7] [8]:

• Accountability : When vehicle misbehaviour is detected or when there is an acci-

dent, it is desirable that authorities are still able to identify which vehicle was the

culprit. This should be possible even when the identifier of a vehicle is not directly

evident to protect location privacy.
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In our system model we concern ourselves primarily with privacy, and in particular lo-

cation privacy. However, privacy may also have a direct effect on other requirements.

For example, privacy may be ensured by making all messages completely anonymous,

but this contradicts the requirements of authentication and accountability. We will see

later that non-persistent identifiers called pseudonyms are often suggested to provide

location privacy, while still allowing for authentication and accountability.

Attacker

We have seen that CAMs are periodically sent by vehicles, and that they contain un-

encrypted location beacons. This means that an attacker with 802.11p equipment can

receive these CAMs and possibly track any vehicle. In our system model, we consider

an attacker using such equipment as sniffing stations. These sniffing stations can be

deployed to areas to allow eavesdropping on any location beacons within range. A sniff-

ing station is similar to an OBU or RSU, consisting of hardware which allows it to

receive and process 802.11p packets. The main difference is that a sniffing station is not

physically constrained to one place or vehicle, the attacker is free to place the station

where he/she wants. The number of sniffing station that an attacker can have is limited

by the available resources of the attacker. We will look more closely at these resources

in chapter 6. An attacker can use these sniffing stations to eavesdrop on the positions

beacons of any vehicles that are in range of a station. The next section describes which

characteristics we consider to constitute an attacker.

2.2 Attacker Model

Similar to Raya and Hubaux, we identify 5 different properties that describe an attacker

in our system model [6]:

• Scope: The scope is the area over which the attacker can eavesdrop. On one end of

the spectrum is the global attacker, which has complete coverage and can eavesdrop

on any message that has been transmitted in the network. On the other end of the

spectrum is the local attacker. This is an attacker that can only cover one small

area. In between these two extremes, we introduce the mid-sized attacker, which

can cover any number of different local areas, without obtaining complete network

coverage.
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• Passive/Active: A passive attacker is only capable of receiving and processing any

packets that it receives, whereas an active attack can also inject packets into the

network.

• Internal/External : An internal attacker possesses keys and credentials that make

it a legitimate participant of the system, whereas an external attacker does not.

• Honest/Dishonest : An honest attacker complies with the implemented protocols,

whilst a dishonest attacker can deviate from them.

• Tracking Period : The tracking period defines over what period an attacker tries to

link location samples and track a vehicle. We distinguish between the following:

– Short-term tracking means that an attacker tries to link consecutive location

samples occurring in a time frame of a couple of seconds. Given multiple

location samples of different vehicles, the attacker tries to link the location

samples to the specific vehicles that sent them.

– Mid-term tracking means that an attacker tries to link position samples from

a single trip. A vehicle trip is the entire time period from when a vehicle

start a journey until it ends, and can be in the order of a couple of minutes

to a couple of hours.

– Long-term tracking means that not only does an attacker try to link consec-

utive location samples, but it is also tries to link different sets of location

samples from different trips. Long-term tracking can cover a time period of

over one day. For example, the attacker tries to identify that a police vehicle

that was tracked in a certain area one day is the same vehicle that passes

through that area the next day or a couple of days later.

We do not consider all the described attacker properties. Firstly, we do not consider

active attackers. CAMs are broadcast without any interaction from other vehicles, and

so actively injecting packets into the network is not necessary. For the same reason we

also do not distinguish between honest and dishonest attackers, as for CAMs there are

no communication protocols to comply to. We also do not make a distinction between

internal and external attackers because the CAMs that we eavesdrop on are not en-

crypted, and can be read by both internal and external attackers. Finally we are not

interested in short-term tracking, as we want to investigate where a vehicle is in a certain

areas, hence covering a single trip to multiple trips.

Taking into account these limitations to the attacker model, this leaves us with three

different attacker types: the Global Attacker (GA), Mid-sized Attacker (MA) and Lo-

cal Attacker (LA). An LA is however in effect no different than an attacker physically
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following a target to track it. A GA on the other hand can observe the entire area and

is just as hard to defend against. A more interesting and more realistic scenario is that

of the MA: an attacker that has partial coverage of the entire network, but is capable

of choosing which parts of the network area it covers. How much an MA can cover is

limited by the resources that the attacker has, and so how many sniffing stations it can

deploy. Thus the attacker model for this research consists of an MA, with varying levels

of available resources.



Chapter 3

Objectives & Research Questions

We consider an MA that has distributed yet limited coverage of a vehicular network,

using sniffing stations to eavesdrop on CAMs containing position beacons. However, the

positions of these sniffing stations will affect the coverage, and with it the strength, of

an adversary. There are a number of variables that come into play when considering

sniffing station placement. One aspect that may have a significant effect is how high

the sniffing station is placed. A sniffing station at ground level most likely has a smaller

coverage area than one that is placed higher. This leads us to our first research question:

• How does the vertical positioning of a sniffing station affect its coverage area?

A second matter is where to place the sniffing stations in the network so that an attacker

can maximize network coverage at minimum cost. This problem is not all that dissimilar

to the problem of determining where RSUs should be placed when deploying ITSs. The

models that are used to determine the placement of RSUs may be adaptable to improve

the coverage of an MA. This gives the following research question:

• How can an attacker determine where sniffing stations should be deployed?

An MA by definition does not have full network coverage. However, full network coverage

may not be necessary to still allow for tracking a vehicle in the entire network. An

attacker could use street-level knowledge to place the sniffing stations in areas that

give the most information to assist in tracking. Intersections are often proposed as the

optimal place to position sniffing stations, so an attacker could use knowledge of where

intersections are to decide where to place the stations. However, real-world tests on

these placement strategies are still lacking, leading to the research question:

10
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• Is an MA that uses street level knowledge to only eavesdrop on intersections ca-

pable of mid-term and long-term vehicle tracking in a real-world scenario?

Next, we consider the effectiveness of mitigation strategies. Pseudonyms are most com-

monly proposed as (part of) mitigation strategies to increase unlinkability and so reduce

the risk of tracking. However, the effectiveness of pseudonyms have mostly been stud-

ied in theoretical contexts and in the presence of a global attacker. To our knowledge,

there have not been any privacy studies with actual 802.11p hardware and mid-sized

attackers. To measure the effectiveness of pseudonym changes, there have been many

proposed location privacy metrics. Real world experimentation would give an opportu-

nity to validate pseudonyms in the context of these privacy metrics. This gives rise to

the research question:

• How effective are pseudonyms as a strategy to mitigate tracking and how can this

be measured?

Finally we look at the strength of an MA. We define the strength as the amount of

resources an attacker has, and so the extent of the network that it can cover. The

strength of an MA can thus lie anywhere between the LA and the GA. The results of

the previous research questions can potentially be used to model a relation between the

strength of an MA and its capabilities. This gives our final research question:

• What is the relation between the resources of an attacker and its tracking capa-

bilities? How can this be modelled?



Chapter 4

Related Work

4.1 Related Work

Tracking mobile nodes has been an active area of research as mobile nodes themselves

become more and more ubiquitous. In this section we give an overview of related work

on tracking in VANETs and other domains, as well as mitigation techniques.

4.1.1 General Tracking

Mobile phones are the most prevalent type of mobile nodes and because of this it has

been a popular topic for mobile tracking. Drane et al. examined the ability to derive

position information from GSM signals, and analysed which features of GSM signals

are relevant for positioning a mobile phone [9]. They identified propagation time, time

difference of arrival, angle of arrival and carrier phase as different positioning techniques

that can be used to determine the position of a phone. However, propagation time and

time difference of arrival require accurately synchronised clocks between mobile phones

and base stations.

They also defined two different types of positioning, namely mobile-based positioning

and network-based positioning. Mobile-based positioning is where a mobile phone uses

the signals transmitted by different base stations to determine its position. Network-

based positioning on the other hand, uses signals transmitted by the mobile phone and

received by the base stations to perform the positioning. A hybrid approach is also

possible, which takes aspects from both of these methods.

12
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Cell ID

Another way of positioning mobile phones is by Cell ID [10][11]. A Cell ID is a unique

number used to identify each base transceiver station in a GSM network, and base

transceiver stations continually broadcast their Cell ID. As a mobile phone continually

receives these broadcast messages, it can approximate its position using the known geo-

graphical coordinates of the base transceiver station. However, as the distance that may

be covered is large, the accuracy of this method is limited. Experimental results give an

average accuracy of 500 metres in urban environments [10].

Signal Strength

Tracking mobile phones is also possible using the signal strength of static base stations.

Chen et al. used the signal strength of GSM signals to estimate the location of a mo-

bile device [12]. They analysed three different positioning algorithms in a real-world

scenario. The first method uses the Cell ID of base transceiver stations which have a

known location. By weighting the received signals with the received signal strength, an

estimation of the location of the mobile phone can be made. A second algorithm that

they analysed uses fingerprinting of received signal strengths. First a training phase

takes place, where signal strengths from all base transceiver stations are recorded for all

locations. A mobile phone can then search this index of radio fingerprints and locations,

and choose the k fingerprints with the lowest Euclidean distance from the current radio

fingerprint. The location of the device is then estimated as the average of the locations

of these best k matches. A final positioning algorithm that they analysed uses a radio

propagation model and Markov localisation. This method is similar to radio fingerprint-

ing, but instead of a training phase, the fingerprints are created by using an abstract

model of the signal environment. A sensor model is built to predict the signal strength

at each location, and then a Bayesian particle filter is used to determine the likelihood

of measurements and so estimate the mobile phone’s true location.

They found that in a high fingerprint density area, the basic fingerprinting algorithm is

most effective, with an average error of 94 metres. In lower density areas, the modelled

fingerprint method works the best, with an average error of 196 metres.

One downside of the basic fingerprinting approach is that it is a deterministic process,

where it is assumed that the signal strength does not change over time. Ibrahim and

Youssef improved on these techniques by taking a probabilistic approach that they called

CellSense [13]. Instead of taking an instantaneous reading of signal strengths at each
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location during the training phase, a signal strength histogram is built up over time. As

this significantly increases the training overhead, a grid-based approach is taken where

a histogram is built up for each grid area instead of for each location. The location of a

mobile phone can then be estimated by calculating the average location of the k most

probable locations given the observed signals strengths. With these improvements, they

found the average accuracy to be 30 metres and 105 metres for urban and rural areas

respectively. Under the same urban conditions, this represents a 23.8% increase over

the basic fingerprinting technique and a 157.1% increase over the modelled approach.

In rural areas the improvements are 197.5% and 86.4% respectively.

Due to the limited accuracy, the above positioning methods are not suitable for vehicu-

lar networks. Safety applications in particular require sufficient accuracy to distinguish

cars, and so this accuracy needs to be in the order of a couple of meters. For this reason,

GPS is used in ITSs to establish vehicle positions with high accuracy.

Other Domains

Apart from tracking mobile phones, the above techniques have also been applied to other

domains. Oka et al. used received signal strength measurements for tracking targets in

wireless sensor networks [14]. As opposed to signal strength tracking in GSM networks,

the target that is to be tracked sends out signals, and the signal strength is measured

at the receivers. Time-of-flight measurements for localisation are used by the Cricket

[15] and Active Bat [16] systems. Again there is a difference in whether the mobile node

or the infrastructure performs the positioning measurements. In the Cricket system, a

passive mobile device measures the time-of-flight from infrastructure transmitters. For

the Active Bat system this is vice versa, with the mobile device sending out signals to a

grid of static receivers. Both systems require line of sight between the transmitters and

receivers, and thus require sufficient infrastructure for full coverage. This line of sight

requirement means that this method of localisation is not suitable for vehicular networks.

4.1.2 General Privacy Issues & Mitigation

Being able to track a mobile node opens up the way for many different location based

applications. However, these capabilities combined with the increasing ubiquity of track-

able mobile devices raises legitimate privacy concerns. As such, there has also been work
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done on identifying and analysing these privacy issues.

Location Privacy

Duckham and Kulik defined location privacy as a special type of information privacy

which concerns the claim of individuals to determine for themselves when, how and

to what extent location information is communicated to others [17]. They also identi-

fied three negative effects associated with a failure to protect location privacy, namely

location-based spam, personal well-being and safety, and intrusive inferences. The lat-

ter is most relevant to the issue of tracking, as being able to identify at which times

a person is at which locations allows for inferences of, for example, a person’s political

views, state of health or personal preferences [18].

Furthermore, they identified four different strategies for protecting location privacy.

Firstly, regulatory strategies include rules, laws and fair information practices that allow

people to control their location information. Secondly, privacy policies are trust-based

mechanisms that rely on implementing parties to adhere to these. However, policies are

not privacy enforcing, and are vulnerable to malicious behaviour. Third is anonymity,

which dissociates information about an individual from that individual’s actual location.

A final strategy that they proposed was obfuscation. Here, the quality of information

about a person’s location is degraded to protect that person’s location privacy. Regula-

tory strategies and privacy policies fall out of the scope of our research, and as such, we

focus on technical solutions such as anonymity, pseudonymity and obfuscation.

Anonymisation

As mentioned above, anonymisation is offered as a potential solution to tracking, and

in particular to intrusive inferences as described by Duckham and Kulik [17]. However,

even when all identifiers are removed, anonymised location samples are not sufficient

to mitigate tracking as there is a high correlation between successive location samples.

There are well-established techniques to link consecutive location samples to create tra-

jectories, and even to link these to individual people [19]. For example, Gruteser and

Hoh used multi-target tracking to accurately link completely anonymised GPS location

samples from 3 different people, and went on to successfully demonstrate the same at-

tack on GPS data from 5 different people [20] [21]. Thus, naive anonymisation is not

sufficient to solve the location privacy problem. Moreover, anonymisation conflicts with
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various security requirements. For example, we have seen in Chapter 2 that account-

ability is an important requirement for ITSs. If all messages are completely anonymous

however, then accountability is not possible. Pseudonyms aim to solve these problems

by allowing an individual to be anonymous whilst keeping a persistent identity.

Perturbation

Gruteser proposed to increase unlinkability between consecutive location samples by a

perturbation algorithm that aims to mitigate the problem of trajectory tracking [21].

They investigated a mechanism that prevents an adversary from tracking a complete

individual path by introducing tolerable errors into location samples. In their setup,

location samples are first sent to an anonymisation server, which acts as a proxy and

forwards the data to Location Based Services (LBSs). These LBSs can then use the

anonymised location samples. Thus they consider the privacy problem after transmit-

ting these samples to an untrusted third party application service. However, to ensure

that these services are still useful to a user, they aim to increase the level of confusion

while still enabling statistical location-based applications.

The key idea underlying their solution is the concept of path confusion. Every time two

nodes come into close proximity, the location samples of both nodes are perturbed so

that there is a chance that the adversary confuses the two tracks. This is achieved when

two nodes travel parallel to each other for a short segment; the location samples are

perturbed so that it seems as if the paths cross. After this, it is harder for an adversary

to distinguish which node is which from the location samples. There are however also a

number of drawbacks to their proposed solution. Firstly, they formulate perturbations

as a constrained non-linear optimisation problem, which results in a computationally

complex system that is not feasible for deployment in a real-time information systems

with large numbers of users. Secondly, adequate privacy only achievable if user density

is sufficiently high. Unfortunately, perturbation is not suitable for location samples in

CAMs, because vehicular safety applications rely on the position information that is

broadcast being as accurate as possible.

CliqueCloak

Another solution to prevent tracking is by spatiotemporal cloaking; location samples are

obfuscated in location and/or time to make it harder for an adversary to track an indi-

vidual. The downside of this kind of obfuscation is that users generally obtain coarser
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results from location based services, which means that additional local filtering is re-

quired, which in turn results in higher computational and network costs. Furthermore,

temporal cloaking may increase network delays which may lead to a lower perceived

quality of service (QoS) [22].

A framework for allowing a user to specify a level of cloaking according to the preferred

level of privacy was proposed by Gedik [22]. In this framework, a user can specify per

message the minimum level of required privacy as measured by the users k-anonymity,

which indicates that the user is not distinguishable from k-1 other users [23]. Along

with this, the user can also specify the preferred spatial and temporal tolerances as a set

of anonymisation constraints. Before location samples are sent to an LBS, they first go

through a message perturbation engine which performs the anonymisation and cloaking

according to these anonymisation constraints. To determine which other messages need

be considered and how much they need to be cloaked, they model the anonymisation

constraints as a constraint graph. Two messages are connected in the constraint graph if

they are sent by different mobile nodes and their spatiotemporal points coincide, taking

into account the specified spatiotemporal tolerances. They then translated the problem

into the problem of finding cliques that satisfy certain conditions in the constraint graph.

As such, they called their system CliqueCloak. Similar to the perturbation method de-

scribed above, VANET safety applications rely on accurate spatiotemporal samples and

so CliqueCloak is not suitable in this case.

Mix-zones

A different way to make it harder for an adversary to determine which node is which is

by using mix-zones [24]. A mix-zone is analogous to a mix-network as originated in the

work of Chaum [25]. In a mix network, a mix-node collects n equal length messages, adds

padding, reorders them by some metric and forwards them in the new random order,

giving unlinkability between incoming and outgoing messages. A mix-zone, on the other

hand, considers a Euclidean space without spatial constraints [26]. A set of k users enter

in some order and change identifiers (or pseudonyms). No users leave before all users

are in the zone, and they spend random time inside before exiting in different order.

Assuming that inside a mix-zone the location cannot be tracked, this gives unlinkability

between the old and new pseudonyms. A mix-zone works in a similar way for mobile

nodes. A mix-zone is an area in which a mobile node does not request any location based

information, and thus does not need to send its location. Assuming that a user changes

to a new pseudonym on entering a mix-zone, applications that see a user emerging from

the mix-zone cannot distinguish that user from any other who was in the mix-zone at
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the same time. Thus nodes going into a mix-zone cannot be linked with those coming

out of it. Mix-zones can be suitable for VANETs as well, as described in the next section.

4.1.3 Mitigation in VANETs

Mix-zones have also been proposed as solutions for tracking in vehicular networks. How-

ever, there are a number of issues that complicate the situation for mobile nodes and for

VANETs in particular. Firstly, vehicles will not spend a random time inside a mix-zone,

there is a correlation between ingress and egress times. Secondly, there is also a corre-

lation between where vehicles enter and exit the mix-zone due to the spatial constraints

of the roads themselves. This means that the transition probability is not uniform, but

constrained by limited trajectory paths and speeds of travel. A node may enter a mix-

zone with a known and predictable trajectory, which leaks information that may make

it easier to link egress events with ingress events.

One simple way to model mix-zones in VANETs is to define any area that is not ob-

served by an adversary as a mix-zone, as was done by Buttyán et al. [27]. Of course, it

is almost impossible to detect which areas are and which are not covered by an observer.

Freudiger et al. proposed to force the establishment of mix-zones at appropriate places

in VANETs to achieve location privacy in the presence of randomly changing identifiers

and a global passive observer [28]. The effectiveness of mix-zones depends heavily on

the density of vehicles and the unpredictability of their whereabouts. Therefore they

suggested to establish mix-zones at vehicle intersections, which generally have a high

density of vehicles that change direction.

CMIX

Vehicular mix-zone were also proposed in the CMIX protocol of Freudiger et al. [28].

In their CMIX protocol, all legitimate vehicles in a mix-zone get a symmetric key from

a RSU. Key forwarding is used to ensure that the vehicles already possess this key the

moment they enter the mix-zone, which is essential for safety application. Once in the

mix-zone, all messages are encrypted with this key, meaning that a global observer can

no longer see the content of messages and the location information contained within

them, resulting in unlinkability between vehicles entering and subsequently exiting mix-

zones. Keys are updated when the mix-zone is empty. Unfortunately, this protocol

does not protect location privacy from internal attackers. Any legitimate member of the
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network can place a vehicle at one or more mix-zones and obtain the keys and decrypt

the encrypted messages. The system also requires an authentication mechanism to en-

sure that only legitimate users can obtain the key. Furthermore, a GA can observe the

ingress and egress of vehicles in mix-zones and get a probability distribution of possible

mappings, which gives some information that may still make tracking possible. With an

adversary that knows only the set of vehicles entering or exiting a mix-zone, the level of

privacy is only dependent on the number of vehicles in the mix-zone. With a stronger

adversary that also knows trajectory and timing information the level of privacy also

depends on the delay characteristics of the intersection and the vehicle trajectories. To

somewhat alleviate this problem, they propose using several mix-zones in a chain to

create a mix-network. They show with simple simulations that unlinkability of individ-

ual mix-zones is generally low, but this can be greatly improved by chaining mix-zones.

However, the performance of their system is heavily dependent on vehicle density, as less

congestion can make vehicles easier to track. The protocol also assumes that all vehicles

participate in the anonymisation process.

MobiMix

MobiMix aims to solve some of the shortcomings of the CMIX protocol, by taking into

account the spatial constraints and limitations of the road network, the timing of vehicles

entering and exiting a mix-zone, and the transitioning probability in terms of movement

trajectories [26]. This prevents timing attacks, which rely on the correlation between

ingress and egress times to decreases the anonymity set size as well as transition attacks,

which estimate probability of each possible turn at an intersection.

To achieve this Palanisamy and Liu proposed to construct the mix-zone using differ-

ent techniques [26]. The basic technique is the ’naive rectangular’ method, where the

mix-zone is a regular rectangle around an intersection. With this technique, all users

in the mix-zone at the same time are in the same anonymity set. The CMIX protocol

described above resembles this technique most closely, as all vehicles within range of an

RSU are considered to be in the same mix-zone. The main downside of this method is

that at the moment a vehicle enters the mix-zone, some vehicles in its anonymity set

may already have been in the mix-zone for a much longer time, and thus are more likely

to leave earlier.

A second mix-zone construction technique tries to solve this issue and is called ’time

window bounded rectangular’. This is similar to the naive rectangular approach, but

when a vehicle enters the mix-zone the anonymity set is assumed to include only those
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vehicles that enter within a certain time window of that event. The size of this time

window is based on the characteristics of the road junction. However, even taking this

into account, information may still be leaked by differences in speed distributions (for

example due to different road classes) which could lead to timing attacks.

A third mix-zone construction technique is ’time window bounded shifted rectangular’.

This is similar to the method above, but it is not centred around a junction. Instead it

is shifted so that it takes the same time from all directions to reach the centre of the

junction assuming all vehicles travel at a certain mean speed. Thus it takes into account

the speed characteristics of the road network. The downside of this method is that it

does not perform well when vehicles deviate from the mean speed.

The last mix-zone construction technique that they proposed is the ’time window bounded

non-rectangular’ approach. This approach is again similar to the previous one, but now

mix-zones start from the centre of the junction and only cover the outgoing road sec-

tions. The length of the mix-zone on each segment is based on the mean speed of the

segment, the chosen time window and the desired level of privacy. They found that this

last mix-zone construction is the most effective and immune to the timing attacks that

are possible with the other techniques. However, it does require a mix-zone length of a

couple of hundred metres on each outgoing segment.

Pseudonyms

Pseudonyms have also been offered as possible solution in VANETs to increase unlinka-

bility between location samples. A pseudonym is an abstract identifier that a vehicle can

use to communicate. Most theoretical models on pseudonyms originate from the work

of Chaum [25]. Since then, a lot of work has been done to determine how pseudonyms

can be used to mitigate the privacy problems of mobile node tracking. However, using a

single abstract identifier still allows linking of consecutive location samples to each other

and through this even to an individual. For example, Gruteser and Alrabady analysed

one week of pseudonymised GPS traces from drivers in Detroit, and their home-finding

algorithm was able to find plausible home locations for 85% of the drivers [29]. Krumm

used pseudonymised GPS traces to determine the location of a driver’s home with a

median accuracy of 61 metres [30]. Using a reverse white pages lookup, they were able

to correctly identify the correct home address of a driver 13% of the time and their

names 5% of the time. To decrease this sort of linkability, pseudonyms can be changed

periodically. Note that pseudonyms need to be changed on all communication stack

levels to make sure that location samples cannot be linked by a persistent identifier.
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Simple Pseudonym Change

How and when to change pseudonyms is still an open research challenge, and there have

been many different proposed pseudonym change strategies [31]. Wiedersheim et al.

analysed the effectiveness of simple change strategies, where a pseudonym is changed

every message or every few seconds [32]. They considered a GA that can receive all

beacon messages that are sent in the network. By using multiple hypothesis tracking

and Kalman filtering on a large quantity of pseudonymous position samples, they tried

to connect those samples to location profiles or tracks. Using simulations, they found

that even when changing the pseudonym every message and sending a beacon every

second, tracking is largely successful. However, it is unlikely that pseudonyms can be

changed this often as vehicles will probably only have a limited number of pseudonyms

and thus cannot change pseudonyms every message [33].

Increasing the time that a vehicle uses one pseudonym increases that chance of tracking

success even more, and they find that with 20% of vehicles sending a beacon every sec-

ond and changing pseudonyms every 10 seconds, a vehicle can be tracked almost 100%

of the time. Thus it seems that simple pseudonym change strategies are not sufficient

to ensure location privacy in the presence of a GA.

Swing & Swap

More complex pseudonym change strategies were proposed by Li et al. [34]. They de-

vised two different pseudonym change strategies called Swing and Swap. Swing enables

nodes to independently initiate and loosely synchronise pseudonym updates, whereas

Swap is an extension of Swing which allows nodes to exchange identifiers. Both ap-

proaches are user-centric in that nodes can independently determine when and where to

change pseudonyms to increase their location privacy, whereas with other solutions such

as mix-zones this can only happen at fixed locations.

Swing improves location privacy because asynchronous location updates limit the loca-

tion privacy provided by each update [17]. By initiating synchronised updates at oppor-

tune locations and times, the size of the anonymity set can be increased and tracking

may be mitigated. The anonymity set of a node includes nodes that update their iden-

tifiers along with the initiating node and appear in the reachable area of the target.

Swing works by a node first initiating a pseudonym change. This node then monitors

the channel to ensure that the neighbourhood size is at least 1, and if it is it broadcasts a

pseudonym change message. Other nodes may receive this message and choose to update
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their pseudonyms as well, giving loosely synchronised updates within the neighbourhood

of the initiating node. After changing its pseudonym, each node enters a random silent

period where it no longer broadcasts any messages. In order to prevent an adversary

from using the predictability of node movement to correlate node positions, pseudonym

updates are only performed when changing direction and/or speed. Note that not all

neighbouring nodes have to change their pseudonym when receiving an update message,

as some may already be at their desired level of anonymity. As such, Swing does not

account for neighbours that do not update their identifiers and which may decrease the

size of the anonymity set.

Swap builds on Swing, but instead of nodes always updating their pseudonyms, they

swap pseudonyms with probability of 0.5 and then enter the random silent period. With

this method, neighbours of the target contribute to its anonymity set despite not updat-

ing identifiers, as long as they change their velocity and broadcast only during a specific

interval in the exchange process. Nodes have an incentive to cooperate as they are pro-

vided with enhanced privacy enhancement whilst conserving the number of pseudonyms

that they have. Swap may have a larger and more uniformly distributed anonymity set,

but it does come with additional protocol overhead caused by the actual swapping of

the pseudonyms and the additional identity management that is required. Using sim-

ulations, Li et al. found that Swap outperforms Swing, and that both are better than

random pseudonym updates when it comes to location privacy. They also found that

location privacy increases when the silent period is longer. Unfortunately, both Swing

and Swap assume that a node can estimate when and where a trajectory change can

occur, and Swap is only possible with extra infrastructure for identity management.

Mix Contexts

Gerlach and Guttler proposed a different method of synchronising pseudonyms changes

to increase location privacy [35]. They introduced the concept of mix-contexts, where

vehicles use context information such as the number of neighbours, their direction and

speed to decide whether or not to change pseudonyms. Thus nodes cooperatively iden-

tify good opportunities to change pseudonyms, based on when the context allows for at

least a certain amount of anonymity (for example, when a certain number of vehicles

in range are travelling in a similar direction). After changing its pseudonym, a vehicle

assesses whether the change was successful based on how many other nodes changed at

the same time.
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Silent Cascade

Another pseudonym change strategy is Silent Cascade, as proposed by Huang et al.

[36]. Silent Cascade tries to use pseudonyms to achieve unlinkability between location

samples without violating a user’s QoS requirements. This method builds on silent pe-

riods, which increase privacy at the cost of losing communication time. Silent Cascade

enhances location privacy while reducing this QoS degradation. Silent Cascade works

with two states. In the active state, a node uses one specific pseudonym as a commu-

nication identifier. In the silent state, a node is not allowed to disclose either its old

or new pseudonym, and thus is equivalent to a silent period. A silent cascade is then

defined as a duration of time where a node switches between the silent state and active

state periodically. Thus a node switches its operation mode from active state to silent

state after each pseudonym update. After staying in silent state for certain period of

time, the node switches back to active state so that it can communicate normally. Af-

terwards, the station iteratively switches its operation mode between active state and

silent state. Each time the node enters the silent state, it introduces ambiguity into the

time and place when the pseudonym change occurred. The maximum amount of time

that a node can stay in either of these states it determined by the QoS requirements. In

effect, this create a chain of mix-zones as described in [27]. Silent Cascade adds an addi-

tional trade-off parameter to basic silent period. Whereas with basic silent periods there

is a trade-off between anonymity and QoS, Silent Cascade adds a third parameter in

the form of the silent cascade delay, which allows it to ensure a user required level of QoS.

CARAVAN

The CARAVAN scheme attempts decrease linkability between location samples by in-

creasing the length of the silent period [37][38]. Sampigethaya et al. propose to do this

by allowing vehicles to form groups, where vehicles are defined to be in a group if each

group member can receive the broadcasts of every other group member. Then, since

vehicles in a group move relative to each other and have on average the same velocity,

the group can be seen as a single large vehicle represented by the group leader. The

group leader then communicates on behalf of all vehicles in the group, and the other

vehicles can extend their silent period for as long as they are a member of the group.

Group members can also use the group leader as a proxy to increase unlinkability. Un-

fortunately they only analyse their scheme with a freeway model and a simple street

model. This may not capture the true mobility of vehicles, the dynamic nature of which

can adversely affect the formation and membership of groups.
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Pseudonym Trade-offs

With the many different proposed pseudonym change strategies, it is important to con-

sider what trade-offs come with introducing pseudonyms into an ITS. Lefevre et al.

investigated the effects of pseudonym changes strategies on an intersection collision

avoidance (ICA) system [39]. To do this, they simulated an intersection and analysed

the effects of three different pseudonym strategies: fixed-id, baseline and adaptive. In

the fixed-id case there are no pseudonym changes at all, but a vehicle uses one long

term pseudonym. In the baseline case pseudonyms are changed every 120 seconds and

each change is followed by a random period between 0 and 13 seconds. The current

SAE J2735 standard for Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) proposes a

silent period of 50 to 250 metres or 3 to 13 seconds, whichever comes first [40]. Finally

they proposed the adaptive strategy, which is similar to the baseline strategy except

that a pseudonym change is only authorised if it does not affect the safety application.

They analysed the effectiveness of these three strategies using the rate of missed accident

interventions, the rate of avoided collisions, and the rate of failed interventions. They

found that silent periods longer than 2 seconds strongly affect ICA applications, and

that the adaptive approach only authorised average of 10 percent of pseudonym changes

when the silent period was larger than 2 seconds. This indicates that whilst pseudonym

changes and silent periods may be beneficial for location privacy, they may also have an

impact on the main functionalities of an intelligent transportation system.

Pseudonym Effectiveness

To determine how effective changing pseudonyms are, Buttyán et al. defined a model

that allows this to be studied [27]. To do this, they defined all areas that are unobserved

by an adversary as a mix-zone. As vehicles do not know when they are in mix-zone,

pseudonyms are constantly changed. They assumed that this rate of change is high

enough that pseudonyms are changed at least once per mix-zone. Under this simplify-

ing assumption they simulated vehicles in a part of Budapest covering 59 road junctions,

attempting to give a relationship between strength of the adversary and level of location

privacy achieved by changing pseudonyms. The adversary strength was varied by eaves-

dropping on the k busiest junctions, with an eavesdropping range of 50 metres. Different

traffic densities were simulated and then they quantified the success of the adversary

by calculating the number of successful tracking attempts. Tracking was considered a

success when a vehicle entering a mix-zone was correctly linked to a vehicle exiting that

mix-zone. Linking was done using a basic dead reckoning approach where the proba-

bility of linking the correct vehicle was based on the speed and distance covered in the
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mix-zone. They found that tracking success was independent of vehicle density, and

that tracking was successful 60% of the time with only a few tens of eavesdroppers.

Cloaking

Apart from pseudonyms, cloaking has also been proposed in the context of vehicular net-

works. Gruteser and Grunwald proposed both spatial and temporal cloaking [41]. For

spatial cloaking, they proposed a quadtree based algorithm that decreases the location

accuracy until the anonymity set is as large as required by an anonymity parameter. To

allow for more accurate spatial accuracy, they also proposed temporal cloaking, where

information requests are delayed until at least a certain number of vehicles have been in

an area. They simulated their cloaking algorithms with vehicles in a road network, and

found that spatial accuracy quickly decreases with an increase in the required anonymity

set size. However, they consider 125 metres to be sufficient accuracy, which for modern

ITSs is not the case.

As a final note on privacy strategies in vehicular networks, Schaub et al. gave a good

overview of the privacy requirements in vehicular communications systems, and cate-

gorised the possible solutions [42]. Petit et al. focussed on pseudonyms in particular, and

gave an extensive overview of the current state of the art of this research area, as well

as proposing a pseudonym lifecycle [31]. A classification of attacks on privacy solutions

was given by Wernke et al. [43].

4.1.4 RSU Placement

One of the main parameters in tracking vehicles in vehicular networks is the placement

and density of sniffing stations to maximise coverage. This problem is analogous to the

problem of RSU placement in ITSs which also aim to maximise coverage at minimal

costs, and is strongly related to the range of an RSU.

Road Position

The first matter to decide on when placing RSUs is where they should be placed on the

road. Trullols et al. simulated realistic vehicular mobility over a simple road topology.
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They measured the number of vehicles that came in range of an RSU and the time that

they were in range, with RSUs located at different positions on the road [44]. They found

that placing RSUs at intersections performed better than placing them in the middle

of road sections between intersections, independent of the reception/transmission range

of the RSU. They then modelled the problem of which intersections to place RSUs at

using two different methods, under the assumption of intermittent RSU coverage. First

they modelled the problem as a Maximum Coverage Problem, maximising the number

of vehicles that come in range of an RSU at least once. Secondly they also modelled the

case in which the duration that a vehicle is in contact with an RSU had an impact on the

dissemination of information, and so aimed to maximise both the number of contacted

vehicles as well as contact times. As both of these problems are NP-hard, they proposed

heuristic algorithms as a solution. They found that simple heuristic algorithms can give

near optimal performance, but that this can only be achieved when the characteristics

of vehicular mobility in the covered area are known.

Although placing RSUs at intersections seems to result in the best connectivity, Kafsi

et al. note this does not decrease the proportion of vehicles that are isolated from the

network [45]. Isolated vehicles are more likely to be in the middle of road sections or at

entry points to a road. Thus RSUs placed at intersections will not be in range of these

vehicles and they suggest placing RSUs in the middle of road sections if the aim is to

benefit these vehicles.

For our research we will consider intersections as a possibility to place sniffing stations.

However, we will also consider the effect of height in sniffing station coverage, as poten-

tially a sniffing station placed high up but away from an intersection might provide for

better coverage than a sniffing station placed lower but on an intersection.

Density Based

Barrachina and Garrido proposed a density-based approach to placing RSUs, where more

RSUs are deployed where there is a higher vehicle density [46]. This approach aims to

maximise performance in notifying emergency services of an accident whilst minimis-

ing deployment costs. They simulated a section of Madrid to compare 3 different RSU

deployment strategies. The minimum cost strategy only deploys RSUs where there is

already existing infrastructure such as network connections to do so. The uniform mesh

approach deploys RSU’s over the area with a uniform distribution. Finally, in their
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density based approach RSUs are deployed with a density that is inversely proportional

to the expected traffic density. They found that the density based approach performed

better than the uniform mesh approach with higher vehicle densities, but that uniform

mesh performs better at low densities. They also found that the density-based approach

requires 2 RSUs per km2 for 100 percent notification with low equipment density.

Minimising Costs

Liang et al. proposed a framework for optimal deployment and configuration of RSUs

to minimise financial costs [47]. In their framework, each RSU can individually select

configuration settings based on the surrounding environment, the traffic density, the

network connection offerings and the overall cost. They then formulated the problem

of where to place the RSUs and how to configure them as an optimisation problem to

find a trade-off between network coverage and cost. The framework also takes into ac-

count the effects of buildings on propagation and the effect of road topology on RSU

antenna configurations. Using a path loss formula, they estimated an RSU’s range to

be 243-309 metres with an omni-directional antenna, with transmission powers ranging

from -10dBm to -6dBm.

Data Dissemination

Lochert et al. looked at data dissemination in terms of the number of vehicles that par-

ticipate in the vehicular network, called the equipment density [48]. They then simulated

traffic in a city to compare three different RSU placement strategies: random placement,

placement at areas with the most successful information transfers and placement in ar-

eas with high traffic density. They found that placing RSUs at areas with high traffic

density is the best for data dissemination. They concluded that RSUs are necessary

in the initial VANET rollout phase, as they can then compensate for low equipment

densities.

Kone et al. also looked at data dissemination in vehicular networks to examine RSU

density in a highway scenario [49]. They measured data dissemination by looking at the

effective dissemination range and the reception percentage of messages, with the goal

of determining the minimum required RSU density to support vehicular applications.

They concluded that with an equipment density of 10%, data lifetime can be 15 seconds
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with RSUs 100 kilometres apart. Unfortunately, they only consider delay-tolerant ap-

plications, and the large distance between RSUs is mainly due to multi-hop broadcasts

where each vehicle forwards messages to other vehicle to increase data dissemination

range. This is not the case for location samples in safety messages as these are only

interesting for neighbouring vehicles.

Further Improvements

Rashidi et al. looked at the trade-offs between the size of the gaps between RSUs and

other system parameters such as the data delivery ratio [50]. They considered the case

where cars buffer their data when they are not in range of an RSU, so that data is

collected over a time period and then bundled. They concluded that packet delay and

packet loss are directly influenced by RSU placement, and suggest 1 RSU every 5 kilo-

metres to ensure s 95% delivery ratio. However, they limit their study to a highway

environment and only consider delay-tolerant applications which focus on reliability of

data delivery.

Lee and Kim designed an RSU placement scheme to reduce the disconnection interval

of vehicles as well as the overlap of RSUs in a city [51]. They took into account road

network organisation and real-life vehicle movement data. Their placement scheme con-

sidered all intersections as candidate positions. In their scheme, all candidate positions

were tried and the number of vehicles in range were counted. The candidate positions

were then sorted by the number of vehicles in range. Then, starting from the top, each

candidate position was considered and all other candidate positions were removed if they

fell within range of this position, taking into account a certain amount of overlap. They

simulated this placement scheme with a road network of Jeju city, and found that with

1000 RSUs with a range of 300 metres, connectivity was 72.5% and the disconnection

time below 10 seconds. They also found that each 100 metres extra range increased the

connectivity by +17%.

Lochert et al. proposed to use genetic algorithms to determine the best RSU placement

for a cooperative traffic management system. Along with data dissemination they also

look at data aggregation [52]. They used a hierarchical structure, where the farther

away a region is, the coarser the traffic information will be. For many different candi-

date positions for RSUs it is infeasible to try all different placement combinations and
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see which result in the best performance. For this reason they proposed a genetic al-

gorithm that starts off with a random set of RSU placements and then creates a new

generation of placements based on the largest decrease of travel time resulting from the

traffic information aggregated by the RSUs. However, in all their simulations they only

use an average equipment density of 25%.

Unfortunately, the above approaches on RSU placement seem to all only cover the situ-

ation of multi-hop broadcasts. Location samples on the other hand are only interesting

for vehicles in the immediate vicinity, and so CAMs are sent as single-hop broadcasts.

In the next chapter we propose a graph-based approach for an attacker to determine

sniffing station placement to maximize the available information that can be used for

tracking.



Chapter 5

Experimental Setup

One of our research questions asks if an MA that uses street-level knowledge is capable

of tracking a vehicle in a real-world scenario. Such a real-world scenario requires at least

two elements, namely a vehicle to track and an attacker with sniffing stations whose aim

it is to track this vehicle. Apart from these, there are also a number of parameters that

define the scenario, such as the geographic domain where the attacker wishes to track

the vehicle and the resources available to the attacker (which determines the number of

sniffing stations that this attacker can deploy).

In the introduction we identified that one of the use-cases in which an attacker may

want to track a vehicle is when this vehicle is a patrolling police car. Knowing when

a police car is where can be desirable information for a criminal. To emulate this use

case, we attempted to track the vehicle used by the security team of the University of

Twente. This vehicle is used to patrol the university campus and therefore is a similar

target. This also solved the issue of which geographic area to track a vehicle in. As

the campus security vehicle mostly drives on the university campus, this was used as

our tracking domain. Apart from the vehicle, we also needed to emulate an attacker

with sniffing stations. Similar to a real attacker, we had limited resources in this regard.

More specifically, we had available two sniffing stations which we could deploy on the

university campus to track the security vehicle.

In this chapter we describe the set-up of the experiment which we conducted, looking

at tracking the campus security vehicle in the area of the campus of the University of

Twente. We describe the ITS hardware that we deployed and the messages that this

hardware sent and received. Finally we describe how elevation and different types of

antennas affect coverage and how we determined where to place our sniffing stations.

30
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5.1 Hardware

To deploy our 802.11p systems on the university campus, we required two different types

of hardware. The first type was the hardware that could be equipped in a vehicle. This

hardware needed to be shock proof and able to be powered through the 12V connection

of the car. Furthermore, it needed some way to be securely installed in a vehicle without

moving around too much. The second type of hardware was that of the sniffing stations.

As these were static stations, they did not need to be as rugged as the sending station.

This hardware had to be relatively small and easy to install in any location. Having

an internet connection was not a strict requirement but it was preferable to allow for

remote monitoring of stations. An attacker could also use an internet connected sniffing

station to see which vehicles are in range of which sniffing stations, remotely and in

real-time. Finally, both types of station needed to have 802.11p connectivity and some

form of local storage to store log data.

5.1.1 Sniffing Station

For the sniffing stations we used the Cohda Wireless MK3 platform, which we call the

Cohda Box. This is a small, ARM based computer running Linux. With its built-in

802.11p radio, the Cohda Box allows two antennas to be connected for 802.11p connec-

tivity. Apart from this it also includes an Ethernet port for internet access. Due to the

limited local storage on the device, we added a 2GB SD car to store logs on. A photo

of the Cohda Box can be seen in figure 5.1. We had access to two Cohda Boxes for this

experiment, allowing us to deploy two sniffing station in the same configuration. For the

antennas, we had a choice between low-gain and a high-gain antennas. The low-gain an-

tennas were a MobileMark MRM3-5500, with a gain of 2.5 dBi. The high-gain antennas

were Smarteq V09/54 antennas with a 9 dBi gain. Both of these covered the frequency

range required for 802.11p. We decided to use the high-gain antennas for our sniffing

stations. Section 5.3.1 describes our experimentation with both types of antennas and

our reasons for choosing the high-gain antenna for this experiment.

5.1.2 Sending Station

As a transmitting station for inside the vehicle, we used a Nexcom VTC6201, which we

call the Nexcom Box. This is a fanless in-vehicle computer with an Intel Atom D510

processor. It was expanded with a Unex CM10-HI Mini-PCI module for 802.11 a/b/g

connectivity. Using custom drivers this also allowed for 802.11p connectivity. This

module allows for the connection of two antennas and it has an SMA connector for a
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Figure 5.1: The Cohda Box used as a sniffing station

GPS module. Ubuntu 12.04 was installed on the built-in SSD. To transmit messages,

we used two MobileMark ECOM9-5500 antennas. These are high-gain 9dBi antennas,

with a magnetic mount so that they can easily be fixed to the roof of a vehicle. These

antennas cover a frequency range of 5.0-6.0 GHz and thus are suited for 802.11p.

The Nexcom Box was powered by the 12V connector of a vehicle. However, this meant

that as soon as the vehicle turned off, the power to the computer would be cut and it

abruptly turned off as well. To prevent this from happening, we added a battery buffer

and a battery charger. The complete set-up can be seen in figure 5.2. The in-vehicle

computer can be seen on the right hand side, whereas the battery charger and battery

itself can be seen on the left. All equipment was screwed onto a mounting board which

could be placed securely in the trunk of the vehicle.

5.1.3 Power buffer

The battery acted as a power buffer for the Nexcom Box. When the ignition of the

vehicle was turned on, it charged the battery. The battery in turn provided power to

the Nexcom Box. When the ignition was turned off, the charger stopped charging the

battery, but the Nexcom Box remained on, still powered by the battery. If the ignition
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Figure 5.2: The battery, battery charger and Nexcom in-vehicle computer

was not turned on again within 3 minutes, the computer performed a clean shutdown. If

the ignition was turned on again within this 3 minute window, the shutdown procedure

was aborted, and the computer remained on. The reason for the time window was two-

fold. Firstly, it allowed the computer enough time to perform a clean shutdown when

the vehicle’s ignition was turned off. Secondly, it prevented the computer from having

to reboot when the ignition was off for only a short period of time (for example if the

engine was turned off when waiting for green light, or if the vehicle stalled). Such a reboot

would take time where messages could not be sent. Furthermore it would also cause the

GPS module to lose its position fix, and re-obtaining such a fix can take a considerable

amount of time, as we will see in section 6.1.1. Thus filtering out unnecessary reboots

reduced the time when the vehicle sent messages without a GPS fix.

5.2 Simplified Cooperative Awareness Messages

To track vehicles, we assumed an attacker eavesdropped on the radio messages that

the vehicle transmitted. Therefore it was important to define what these messages

were. In the current ETSI ITS standards, cooperative awareness messages and their

formats are defined, to support vehicular safety and traffic efficiency. These messages are
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transmitted at a frequency of 1-10Hz, and can include information from the trajectory of

a vehicle, to ambient air temperature and whether alarm lights are in use on emergency

vehicles. For our purposes however, standard CAMs consisted of much more information

than we needed; for tracking vehicles, a lot of the values transmitted in CAMs were

inconsequential. Most important for tracking was information such as the exact location,

speed and heading of a vehicles. For this reason, we introduce the Simplified Cooperative

Awareness Message (SCAM), containing only the information that is relevant for vehicle

tracking. The information described in these messages is a subset of ETSI standardized

CAMs, and so any analyses based on SCAMs are also valid in the case of CAMs.

A SCAM is a 56 byte message, which is transmitted with a frequency of 10Hz. The

structure of a SCAM can be seen in figure 5.3. A SCAM includes a unique identifier for

each station as well as a sequence number that is reset to 0 every time the transmitting

station starts up. It also includes a time of generation timestamp with microsecond

resolution. As SCAMs are sent every 0.1 seconds, this timestamp uniquely identifies

each message. Furthermore, the message includes the vehicle’s GPS fix, which consists

of its location, the speed and the bearing of the vehicle. Finally there is some extra

information on the reliability of this fix. A full description of the SCAM fields can be

seen in table 5.1.

Figure 5.3: The format of a SCAM

SCAMs are generated by a sending station, where the location data in a SCAM is

collected from a GPS receiver. SCAMs can be received by sniffing stations that are in

range of a sending station. In order to analyse the sent and received SCAMs offline,
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Field Name Length Description

Station ID 4 Unique number identifying the station

Sequence Number 4 The sequence number of a packet in a trip. Sequence num-
bers start at 0 when the station boots, and resets when the
station turns off

Timestamp 8 The microsecond precision timestamp when the message was
sent. Bytes 0-3 are the number of seconds that have passed
since the Unix epoch, bytes 4-7 the number of microseconds
in that second

Latitude 8 The latitude of the location in decimal degrees, using the
WGS84 datum. Bytes 0-3 are the whole number part, bytes
5-8 are the fractional part

Longitude 8 The longitude of the location in decimal degrees, using the
WGS84 datum. Bytes 0-3 are the whole number part, bytes
5-8 are the fractional part

Speed 4 The speed of the station, in meters per second

Bearing 4 The bearing of the station, in degrees from north

GPS Mode 2

The fix mode of the GPS.
0 = No mode value seen yet
1 = No fix
2 = 2D fix
3 = 3D fix

Latitude Error 4 Latitude error estimate in meters, 95% confidence. Present
if mode is 2 or 3 and dilution of precision values can be
calculated from the satellite view.

Longitude Error 4 Longitude error estimate in meters, 95% confidence. Present
if mode is 2 or 3 and dilution of precision values can be
calculated from the satellite view.

Velocity Error 4 Velocity error estimate in meters per second, 95% confi-
dence.

Bearing Error 4 Bearing error estimate in degrees, 95% confidence.

Table 5.1: Description of SCAM fields

all SCAMs in our experiment were logged to a file. For the sending stations, these

logs represented our ground truth, the actual position of the vehicle. The logs collected

by the sniffing stations then represented the knowledge that the attacker gained by

eavesdropping on these messages. Due to the limited range sniffing range, this is a

subset of the ground truth. This is the information which an attacker could use to track

a vehicle.
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5.3 Preliminary Testing

5.3.1 Antenna Gain

One important aspect of the hardware was the antennas that were used to send and

receive messages. In particular, different antennas can have a different gain. The gain

of an antenna describes how well this antenna converts input power into radio waves

headed in a certain direction. Antenna gain is specified as the peak gain stated relative

to an isotropic radiator, or an antenna that radiates equally in all directions. Thus a high

gain antenna will radiate strongly in one direction, but due to conservation of energy

this means that it will radiate less strongly in other directions. A low-gain antenna on

the other hand will not radiate exceptionally strongly in one single direction, but makes

up for it by radiating more uniformly in all directions. One way to visualize this antenna

gain relative to direction is with an elevation radiation pattern diagram. The elevation

pattern of a low-gain antenna can be seen in figure 5.4 on the left. The pattern for a

high gain antenna can be seen in the same figure on the right. These graphs show the

gain of an antenna relative to peak gain at 0 dB, at different vertical angles. Note that

these are still omnidirectional antennas, and they radiate equal power in all directions

perpendicular to the antenna, with the power varying only with the angle to the axis.

Figure 5.4: Elevation radiation patterns of a low-gain (left) and high-gain (right)
antenna

As we can see, the high-gain antenna has a large peak at 0◦ and 180◦. This means that

the antenna radiates most strongly in a horizontal plane, whereas it does not radiate

as strongly in other directions. In contrast, the low-gain antenna is not influenced as

much by the angle, and this is shown by the larger lobe at each side of the graph. It

is important to note that these diagrams show the gain relative to the peak gain for

that antenna model only, and so cannot be used to compare radiation power between
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different models directly. For example, the peak in the high-gain radiation pattern

represents 9 dBi compared to an isotropic radiator, whereas for the low-gain radiation

pattern this is 2.5 dBi. In general this means that such a high-gain antenna will radiate

much more strongly at the peak angle than a low-gain antenna. In the case of our

antennas this meant that the 9 dBi antenna would radiate 10
9−2.5

10 = 4.22 as strongly

in its peak direction as the 2.5 dBi antenna. One final note is that up to now we have

only mentioned antenna gain in terms of how strongly an antenna radiates in a certain

direction. However, the gain also characterizes antennas receiving signals. In that case,

the gain expresses how well an antenna can turn radio signals into an electrical signal

relative to the signals direction of arrival. Thus instead of describing radiation in a

certain direction, it describes reception in that direction.

The choice of which antenna to use depends largely on the usage scenario and the

environment in which it is to be placed, as we discuss below where we look at the effect

elevation has on an antenna’s reception.

5.3.2 Elevation

One parameter that may have a big influence on the reception range of a sniffing station

is the height at which it is placed. The higher an antenna is, the less likely it is that there

are line-of-sight obstructions between the transmitter on the vehicle and the receiver.

Due to the high frequency of 802.11p, any obstruction will significantly reduce signal

strengths, and so it is desirable to have as few obstructions as possible. Given this

information, it might seem logical to place the receiver as high as possible. However, the

higher an antenna is placed, the larger the distance between sender and receiver. This

increased distance will cause a decrease in signal strength.

For an attacker it is beneficial to cover as large an area as possible, as this gives more

information that can be used to track vehicles. If an attacker has multiple sniffing

stations, then the gaps of no reception between sniffing stations will be smaller if the

range of these stations is made as large as possible. This in turn means less time where

an attacker needs to guess where a vehicle is and more time where an attacker knows

exactly where a vehicle is by eavesdropping SCAMs.

For this reason, we carried out an experiment to determine what effect height has on

the reception of SCAMs. For this elevation experiment, the sending station was placed

at ground level. The height of the sniffing station was then varied by moving it up and

down the emergency stairs of an 8-storey building, as seen in figure 5.5. This staircase

was on the outside of the building and so gave an unobstructed, line-of-sight view to

the sending station below. For each floor, the horizontal distance between the sending
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Figure 5.5: The building used to perform the elevation experiment

station and the sniffing station was varied in steps of 5 meters, from 0 meters up to

25 meters. Then for each combination of height and horizontal distance, the sending

station transmitted for 100 seconds, thus sending 1000 SCAMs. The receiving station

then recorded the packet error rate (PER), which is the percentage of packets that
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were successfully received. Additionally, the received signal strength indicator (RSSI)

was recorded for each packet. The experiment was conducted at first with high-gain

antennas for the sniffing station, and then repeated with the low-gain antennas. The

resulting packet error rates, averaged over the different horizontal distances, can be seen

in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Average PER per floor for high-gain and low-gain antennas

It can be seen that the higher the sniffing station is placed, the greater the PER becomes.

This is largely due to the reception pattern of the antennas as discussed in section 5.3.1;

at higher elevation, the angle between the transmitter and the receiver becomes greater,

and the reception sensitivity goes down. For the low gain antennas, we see that the

antenna is much less sensitive to the angle, and continually performs with a lower PER

at high elevations. However, for low elevation the low-gain antennas have a much shorter

range. For example, at the maximum distance of 25 meters and at ground level, the

high gain antennas had a PER of 0%, whereas the low-gain antennas already had a PER

of 0.5%. Due to the lower reception sensitivity of the low-gain antennas, this difference

would only increase as the distance at ground level was increased.

It is also important to realize that, due to the high message frequency, a high PER does

not necessarily mean that it is impossible to track the vehicle. For example, with a PER

of 80%, the probability that a sniffing station will receive at one least packet in a second

(i.e. with 10 messages sent) can be calculated with a binomial trial:
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P (X ≥ 1) = 1−

(

a

b

)

pkqn−k

= 1−

(

10

0

)

· 0.20 · 0.810

= 1− 0.107

= 0.893

This means that even when receiving only 20% of all transmitted packets (a PER of

80%) there is still a probability of 0.893 that a sniffing station will receive at least one

packet per second.

Apart from the PER, we also looked at the RSSI of the two different antennas. This

can be seen in figure 5.7

Figure 5.7: Average RSSI per floor for high-gain and low-gain antennas

Here again it can be seen that the RSSI drops as the elevation of the sniffing station

increases. It is however also evident that the RSSI was not a good indicator of the

probability of a sniffing station receiving a packet. For example, for the high gain-

antenna, the RSSI stayed at about -94 dBm when the receiver was higher than 14.6

meters. As the sniffing station was placed higher however, the PER ranged from around

10% to 80% whilst the RSSI stayed approximately the same.

Low High

Close High-gain Low-gain

Far High-gain High-gain

Table 5.2: Types of antennas to use for different situations
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So where should an attacker place a sniffing station to maximize reception range? This

depends on the environment where the sniffing station is to be deployed. Table 5.2 shows

what kind of antenna is best to use, depending on if the antenna must be placed high or

low, and far away or close to an intersection. If the environment is such that the sniffing

station can only be placed relatively high and close to an intersection then it is advisable

to use low-gain antennas. Using a high-gain antenna in this situation results in a large

probability that messages may be missed due to the large angle between the antenna and

the station. On the other hand, if the environment allows for an unobstructed close view

of the coverage area at a low elevation, than it is advisable to use high-gain antennas

as this maximizes reception. For observing an intersection that is far away, it is always

best to use a high-gain antenna, as the large distance will always give a relatively small

angle. The only caveat here is that a low positioned antenna that is far away may have

more obstructions, but of course this is dependent on the exact usage environment. Thus

for optimal sniffing results, antenna elevation would need to be evaluated on a case by

case basis. The question then is not whether or not elevation has an effect on reception

range and coverage area, but rather whether or not the environment supports or opposes

placement of a specific type of antenna at a specific elevation.

5.4 Sniffing Station Placement

The next question is how to determine where the sniffing stations should be placed

geographically. Intersections have been proposed as a good location to maximize the

number of vehicles that come within range [44] [51]. An additional advantage of observ-

ing intersections is that the turn-off that a vehicle takes at an intersection in large part

determines its route until it reaches the next intersection, where it can turn again. Of

course if there are unobserved intersections in between, then there is always the chance

that the vehicle takes a turn onto a different road before the next observed intersection is

reached, but it does allow some inferences. For example, if an attacker can observe two

consecutive intersections, and a vehicle is observed in range of the first intersection and

then in range of the second intersection within some time frame, then it can reasonably

conclude what road the vehicle took without needing complete reception coverage over

this road. This means that an MA might be able to successfully track a vehicle by using

its limited coverage and street-level knowledge of the road network between coverage

areas. A second advantage of intersections is that they often give a wide unobstructed

view of the roads connecting to the intersection from different directions.
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5.4.1 Graphing the Road Network

An MA by definition has some limitations to its resources and the number of sniffing

stations it can deploy. This means that an MA also needs to choose which intersections

to cover, and which to leave as uncovered gaps. To determine which intersections on

the University of Twente campus may give the most information that can be used to

track a vehicle, we represented key intersections and interconnecting roads as a graph.

Intersections are represented by vertices in this graph, and interconnecting roads as

edges. The resulting graph for the campus can be seen in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Turning intersections into a graph

The graph gives an abstracted view of the road network, and not all roads and inter-

sections are included. For example, when there are two routes between two adjacent

intersections (and there are no roads leading from these roads to other intersections)

then this is represented by a single edge. Thus the graph gives a high-level idea of

which intersections connect to which other intersections, without being concerned with
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the smaller details of the actual road network. An intersection covered by a sniffing

station can be represented by removing the corresponding vertex from the graph. The

remaining graph then represents where a vehicle can travel freely without being in range

of an attacker.

We utilized this graph to determine which intersections to cover, and defined a number

of criteria to help with this. Firstly, an intersection with a large number of connecting

roads gives information on all of these roads. With the speed and bearing of a vehicle,

an attacker can know exactly which road a vehicle came from and is going to, allowing

an attacker to infer a vehicle’s position over this larger number of roads. In the graph

this translates to vertices with a large degree (i.e. an intersection with a large number

of connecting roads), giving more information than vertices with a low degree. Thus,

sniffing station placement should focus on those vertices that have the largest degree in

the graph.

A second criterion we looked at were the so called articulation points of a graph. An

articulation point in a graph is a vertex that when removed will completely partition

the graph into different biconnected components. This is useful for an attacker, because

if this vertex is covered, then the attacker will always know in which biconnected com-

ponent of the graph a vehicle is. In other words, there would be no route that a vehicle

could take from one biconnected component to another biconnected component, without

passing through the intersection that the attacker observes. This allows an attacker to

narrow down the position of a vehicle to a certain section of the area within which it

wants to track this vehicle.

A third and final criterion is that it is beneficial to cover the busiest intersections, as

vehicles are more likely to pass by these, resulting in a larger total time that a vehicle

is in range and thus more information that can be used to track a vehicle.

5.4.2 Determining Placement

Using these criteria, we can determine which intersections were good candidates for

sniffing stations in our coverage domain of the university campus. Looking at the graph,

we can see that there is a single vertex that has a degree larger than the others, namely

the vertex labelled ’A’ which has a degree of 5. This is also the main entrance to

the university and thus a busy intersection, complying to the third criterion as well.

Therefore this intersection was chosen as the location to place one of our sniffing stations.

For the placement of the second sniffing station, we identified articulated points. The

vertex labelled ’B’ was not an articulated point in and of itself. However, having decided

that we would cover intersection A, we could remove the corresponding vertex from the
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graph. This gave the situation as shown in figure 5.9(a), and in this situation intersection

B did become an articulated point. This meant that covering both intersections A and

B split the entire graph into two different biconnected components where vehicles could

travel without crossing an intersection with a sniffing station, as shown in figure 5.9(b).

Furthermore, these two biconnected components consisted of the residential part of the

campus (the western biconnected component) and the university part of the campus

(the eastern biconnected component). Vehicles thus could not travel from one section

to the other without being observed by a sniffing station, giving the attacker insights

which could compromise privacy.

Figure 5.9: Intersection graph after covering (a) vertex A and (b) vertices A and B

Having decided which intersections to cover, we also needed to determine where at the

intersections to place them. To give as good a coverage of the intersections as possible,

the sniffing stations needed to be placed close to the intersections. They also needed

to be placed somewhere where they were protected from the elements and preferably

with an internet connection to allow for remote log retrieval and checking the operational

status. This limited the placement to buildings that were near the relevant intersections.

For our intersections this led to a simple choice, as there was only one building near each

of the intersections that could be used.

A final choice then was where in the building to place the stations. We already saw

from the height experiment that the optimal location for the antennas of a sniffing

station was near ground level, so that the angle between the sending vehicle and the

receiving antenna is as small as possible. One caveat here is that line-of-sight must

not be compromised. Given these criteria, we decided to place the sniffing station at a

ground floor office at intersection A, as can be seen in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Sniffing station placement at intersection A

This position gave an unobstructed view of the intersection, as the roads of the inter-

section are higher than the parking lot in front of the building, and the antennas of

the sending station on top of the car gives enough clearance over any parked vehicles.

The distance between the sniffing station and the centre of the intersection was approx-

imately 75 meters. The sniffing station at intersection B was placed by a window on

the first floor, as the ground floor windows did not give an unobstructed view of the

intersection. The distance between the intersection and the sniffing station in this case

was approximately 110 meters. The placement of this sniffing station can be seen in

figure 5.11.

One important thing to note is that both sniffing stations did not actually have a com-

pletely unobstructed view; due to the indoor placement, there is always a window be-

tween the transmitting and receiving station. We found windows typically give a signal

attenuation of approximately 2-3 dB. However, due to the relatively small distance be-

tween the intersections and the sniffing stations this would still allow sufficient coverage

of the intersection itself, and a part of the connecting roads, to determine which road a

vehicle came from and went to.
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Figure 5.11: Sniffing station placement at intersection B



Chapter 6

Experimental Results

The transmitting station in the vehicle and the two sniffing stations were deployed

for a total of 16 full days. During this time, approximately 300MB of SCAM data

were collected on all stations combined. The vehicle logged all transmitted SCAMs

representing our ground truth. The sniffing stations logged all eavesdropped SCAMs,

representing our observed data. This is the data that an attacker then had available to

track a vehicle.

In this chapter we describe the collected data and which steps were necessary to clean

up and process the data prior to analysis. From the cleaned and processed data, we

propose a most likely path analysis to determine which road the vehicle took, and then

a zone-based analysis to determine in which region the vehicle was. Next, we expand

these analyses to take into account attackers with different levels of resources. Finally

we give a cost analysis to determine what resources an attacker would need to improve

its tracking capabilities, and discuss expanding the scale to an even larger geographic

area.

6.1 Collected Data

To get an idea of what the data looked like, we first inspected the collected logs. In the

16 days that the experiment ran, the vehicle took 411 trips, and transmitted 2,734,691

SCAMs in a total time of approximately 76 hours. The logs from the sniffing stations on

the other hand contained just over 68,542 eavesdropped SCAMs. This meant that the

sniffing stations managed to pick up messages from the vehicle for a total time of approx-

imately 1.9 hours, and that only 2.5% of all transmitted messages were eavesdropped.

On average the vehicle drove for 4.75 hours per day, of which 7.1 minutes within range of

47
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a sniffing station. Although this percentage seems low, we will see in Chapter 6 that it

still allows for some degree of tracking. To examine the mobility pattern of the vehicle,

we looked at the transmission log. We first looked what time of day trips typically took

place. This can be seen in figure 6.1, which shows a histogram of trip departure times.

We can see that the vehicle was utilized relatively evenly throughout the day and night.

We also looked at how long the vehicle’s trips took, a histogram of which can be seen

in figure 6.2. The vast majority of trips were relatively short, with most trip falling

between 300-400 seconds. There were no trips less than 3 minutes, as the battery buffer

ensured that even if the ignition was turned on and immediately turned off again, the

transmitter would keep running for 3 minutes. The average trip length was 655 seconds,

though the battery buffer causes a slight bias. Discarding any trips that lasted exactly 3

minutes, the average trip length was 677 seconds. From these statistics, we can already

see that the campus security vehicle does not follow the mobility pattern of a regular

passenger vehicle, which will typically be used for longer trips. We will see later that

the unusual mobility pattern of the security vehicle affects our tracking analyses.

Unfortunately, the collected data was not of sufficient quality to be used out of the box,

and needed to be cleaned up and processed first. In the rest of this section we describe

data quality and completeness issues that we encountered, and how we solved them.

Figure 6.1: Trip departure times
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Figure 6.2: Trip durations

6.1.1 Data Clean-up

GPS Issues

One problem with consumer grade GPS receivers is that it can take some time before

a first location fix is established, called the time to first fix (TTFF). This is due to

the fact that before a receiver can obtain a position fix, it needs to receive almanac

and ephemeris data. The former describes the status and information of all satellites,

and allows the receiver to determine which satellites are in view. The latter describes

the precise orbital data of a satellite and allows the receiver to determine its position.

The TTFF largely depends on whether the receiver already has some valid almanac or

ephemeris data. In our case, the OBU completely shut down when the vehicle’s ignition

was turned off, meaning that every time the OBU booted, it needed to re-obtain fresh

satellite data. The TTFF for a cold start (starting without valid almanac or ephemeris

data) depends on the exact environmental conditions, but due to the transmission rate

of GPS data signals (50 bps) and the size of ephemeris data (900 bits), this takes at

least 18 seconds. This is however an absolute best case scenario, and in practice the

TTFF takes quite a bit longer. For example, Lehtinen et al. found an average TTFF

of around 33 seconds for various consumer grade GPS receivers starting from a cold

start [53]. After obtaining the first fix, it takes even longer for the error of the fixes to

settle. For this reason, Lehtinen et al. advise to wait at least 30 seconds after the first

fix has been obtained to ensure high accuracy position data. This time combined with

the TTFF, meant that it could take more than a minute after the vehicle started until

there were fixes that could be useful for tracking. In our case, this delay could comprise

of a significant portion of the vehicle’s trip. We saw in figure 6.2 that most trips taken
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by the campus security were short, with the largest number of trips taking between the

300 and 400 seconds. For a trip that takes 300 seconds, a one minute delay until a useful

fix already consisted of 20% of the total trip time. To solve this, we could have asked

the driver to wait until a good fix was obtained before starting a trip, however this was

not done as it would have been a burden to the drivers.

Apart from the initial delay, we also encountered additional GPS fix problems. Inspect-

ing the log files from the vehicle, we found that there were some long trips where no fix

was obtained at all. Furthermore, there were some trips where a large part of the trip

there would be no fix, except for a few short periods of around 10 to 30 seconds where

there was a fix. This happened on multiple occasions on open roads, disbarring direct

environmental influences. We did not encounter such issues while testing the equipment

outside of a moving vehicle, and perhaps can be attributed to a faulty or low quality

GPS receiver. For our analyses, SCAMs without position information were not useful

for tracking. As such, any SCAMs without a GPS fix were discarded and removed from

both the transmission and reception logs.

Removing Uninformative Messages

The next step in cleaning up the log files was to identify any SCAMs that did not give

any useful tracking information and prune them from the log files. Firstly, there were

trips where the vehicle did not actually drive, but the ignition was turned on causing

SCAMs to be sent. These trips were identified in two different ways, firstly by looking at

any period of time in which SCAMs were sent but the position information indicated that

the vehicle did not move, and secondly by filtering out any messages that indicated that

the vehicle was travelling slower than a certain speed threshold. All these non-driving

messages were not interesting to track and so they were pruned from the logs.

After cleaning the log files of both the vehicle and the sniffing stations as described

above, we obtained a significantly smaller set of results. For the vehicle’s log, we started

with 2734691 transmitted SCAMs. Cleaning this up removed 53.56% of these, leaving

us with 1270016 SCAMs. This represented about 38.24 hours of useful driving data.

For the sniffing stations, we eavesdropped on 68542 SCAMs. After cleaning, 40254

eavesdropped SCAMs remained, a reduction of 41.27%. Of these remaining messages,

18293 were received at intersection A at the main entrance of the university, and 21961

were received at intersection B. Our eavesdropped messages then consisted of 3.17% of

all transmitted SCAMs, and covered about 1.1 hours of vehicle driving time.
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6.1.2 Data Processing

Closing Small Gaps

After cleaning up the data, we processed it to remove small gaps. A gap is any period

of time where there is no location information. Large gaps may occur when the vehicle

is out of range of any sniffing stations, and we will later see how tracking can be used

to infer where the vehicle was in those gaps. Small gaps, on the other hand, may occur

when not all messages are received due to obstructions or when there is general packet

loss due to a low received signal strength. However, if these gaps were short enough,

this packet loss did not necessarily lead to loss of information. The GPS receiver that

we used established a new fix every 1 second, but the SCAM frequency was 10Hz.

This meant that 10 SCAMs were sent with the exact same location, speed and heading

before a new location fix was established. If any of these 10 messages were received,

then the missed messages could be recreated and the attacker knew where the vehicle

was during that second. Thus gaps that were shorter than 1 second did not result in

loss of information. Of course, the vehicle itself did not stay in the same position in this

second. To solve this, we used linear interpolation to infer the vehicle’s actual position.

With linear interpolation, a line is drawn between a position sample from one second

and the subsequent position sample from the next second. The vehicle is then assumed

to be somewhere on that line, depending on the time. Thus at the start the vehicle is

assumed to be at the first position sample, and then one position sample later (1/10th of

a second), the vehicle is assumed to be 1/10th of the way along that line. This continues

until after one second, the vehicle is at the location of the next position sample.

The situation becomes more difficult if a gap lasts for more than 1 second, as this does

result in loss of information. To close these gaps, the attacker needs to guess where the

vehicle would be in that gap. Of course the larger the gap, the larger the error in this

prediction. Therefore we focused on closing relatively small gaps. We investigated two

ways to reconstruct the position beacons of the vehicle between two received messages

with a gap between them that was larger than 1 second. The first of these was linear

interpolation, in the same way that we used it to smooth out repeated position samples.

The second method that we looked at was dead reckoning. Dead reckoning considers the

last known speed and heading of the vehicle, and then extrapolates that into the future.

Thus it looks at where the vehicle would have been, had it continued at the same speed

and in the same direction. Whereas linear interpolation requires a next known position

to interpolate to, dead reckoning does not. The downside is that dead reckoning also

does not use the knowledge of the next known position sample, and so the dead reckoning

prediction may have a large error by the time of the next location sample. Figure 6.3
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shows this error. For every location sample in our ground truth, we calculated how long

it took until the error between the prediction and the actual location was larger than

the maximum error shown on the x-axis. The y-axis shows the average of these times,

using all possible location samples in our ground truth as a starting point. The error

bars show one standard error. We can see that the average tracking time increases by

about 1 second for every extra meter of error. For a maximum error of 9 meters, dead

reckoning can track a vehicle for approximately 8.5 seconds, averaged over the entire

ground truth. The large standard error, especially for longer tracking times, is due to

the large difference in dead reckoning performance in different situations. For example,

tracking time can be long when the vehicle travels in a straight line, but a lot shorter

when the vehicle turns a corner.

Figure 6.3: Dead reckoning tracking time

Linear interpolation is better in this respect as by the time the prediction gets to the next

known location sample, the actual location is known and the predicted error is reduced

to 0 again. However, linear interpolation does not take into account the vehicle’s speed

and heading (except insofar as it is implicit in the next known position sample), which

may give a larger error in the beginning.

For this reason we propose LIDR (Linear Interpolation - Dead Reckoning) weighted

averaging, which takes into account both the starting speed and heading of the vehicle

as it leaves the location sample, and the information from the next known location

sample. It tries to reconstruct the missing position samples between two known samples

by taking a weighted average position between the positions predicted by dead reckoning

and by linear interpolation. The weights change linearly with the time since the vehicle
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left the first position sample. For the first predicted position sample, the weights take

100% of the dead reckoning prediction, and 0% of the linear interpolation prediction.

By the time of the next known sample, these weights are reversed. Thus LIDR weighted

averaging is given by the following formula:

Pn = WDn · PDn +WLn · PLn

Where n is the nth predicted sample (for example, to close a gap of 3.2 seconds, there

are 31 position samples to reconstruct). Pn is then the position of the nth predicted

sample, PDn is the nth position prediction by dead reckoning and PLn is the nth position

predicted by linear interpolation. WDn and WLn are the weights and are given by:

WLn =
ti − t1
(t2 − t1)

WDn = 1−WLn

Where t1 and t2 are the times of the known samples before the gap and after the gap

respectively, and ti is the time of the sample that is being predicted.

To compare how well these methods work, figure 6.4 shows the predicted paths of a

vehicle turning a corner for all three approaches. The figure shows the prediction of a

vehicle’s path during a 4 second gap. The blue markers indicate the actual SCAMs as

transmitted by the vehicle. The yellow markers show the prediction according to dead

reckoning. We can see that this method predicted the path the vehicle would have taken

if it had not changed its speed or heading, and it did not predict the vehicle taking the

corner. The green markers indicate the predictions by using linear interpolation from

the start of the gap to the end of the gap. As we can see, this predicted that the vehicle

was somewhere on a straight line between these points. Finally, the red line gives the

LIDR weighted averaging prediction. Here the predictions started off by taking into

account the vehicle’s speed and heading and then slowly converged to the next known

location. As we can see, this method gave a much more accurate prediction of the

vehicle’s position than the other two methods.

Of course, a large gap covering a corner is only one specific scenario. To determine the

average accuracy of the three methods, we evaluated them for our entire ground truth.

For each location sample in our transmission logs, we discarded the following n messages

to give a gap of size n/10 seconds, up to a maximum gap size of 8 seconds. For each

sample as a starting position and for each gaps size, we then calculated the average error
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Figure 6.4: Predicted paths of different prediction methods

between the predicted location samples and the actual location samples. We did this for

all three prediction methods, the results of which can be seen in figure 6.5.

Dead reckoning gives the worst performance, mainly due to the fact that it does not take

into account information about the next known point. This means that the larger the

gap, the more the prediction will diverge from the actual location. Linear interpolation

performs marginally the best when the gaps are small. Once the gaps become larger than

about 2 seconds, LIDR weighted averaging generates more accurate vehicle positions.

Especially as the gaps become even larger, LIDR weighted averaging performs much

better than the other two methods. For example, if we have a gap of 8 seconds, the

average LIDR error is 3.3 meters, whereas for linear interpolation this is 9.5 meters

and for dead reckoning it is 21.5 meters. On average, the linear interpolation error is

approximately 35% of the dead reckoning error, and the LIDR error is approximately

50% of the linear interpolation error. As such, we consider LIDR weighted averaging a

valid approach to close small gaps, and this method was used to close any small gaps in

our eavesdropped messages.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of prediction performance

Although dead reckoning did not seem to give very accurate results, it is still useful

in situations where there is no next known close point to interpolate to. Especially on

straight roads where a vehicle drives at a relatively constant speed, dead reckoning can

be used effectively. Moreover, dead reckoning is the only method of the three which can

extend a predicted path beyond the last known location.

The methods described above can be extended in a number of ways to improve their

accuracy. One way to do this is by speed matching. For example, if the speed limit

of a road changes inside a gap, the prediction algorithms could take these speeds into

account to improve prediction accuracy. Another way to improve the location accuracy

is to use map-matching, where a road map to match position samples to the closest

matching road. This way the predicted positions that do not follow the road can be

moved onto the road to give more accurate results. Furthermore, map matching can be

useful to compensate for GPS error. For example, we can see in figure 6.5 that the vehicle

locations are offset from the road on the map. Map matching could get rid of this offset

and ensure that the GPS locations follow the roads exactly. For our purposes however,

our samples were accurate enough to identify ingress and egress events at intersections,

and as such we decided not to use these extra methods to process our results any further.

6.2 Tracking the Vehicle

The resulting ground truth vehicle locations after the above cleaning and processing

took place can be seen in figure 6.6. The blue lines show data from the vehicle’s logs,
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which is everywhere the vehicle travelled. The red lines show the processed eavesdropped

messages, based on the GPS position information in the received SCAMs. We can see

that our sniffing stations managed to fully cover the two intended intersections, and that

the sniffing station at intersection A actually managed to cover two intersections.

Figure 6.6: Overview of all actual and eavesdropped vehicle locations

Although figure 6.6 does give an indication where the vehicle went, it does not show

which roads were used most often. For this reason we constructed a heatmap from the

ground truth showing how frequently SCAMs were transmitted from each location. This

can be seen in figure 6.7, where the darker the shade of blue the more often a road was

used, with the red areas representing roads that were used the most. From this heatmap
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it is evident that intersection A at the main entrance to the university was actually not

the most used intersection as we hypothesized when deciding where to place the sniffing

stations.

Figure 6.7: Heatmap of vehicle locations

The roads that the vehicle used also did not match our assumptions in chapter 5 (figure

5.8), as there were a number of roads used which did not match our graph. These roads

can be split into two categories. The first are all the roads that we did not consider in

our graph. Abstracting away some small roads was a necessary result of creating our

graph, but the topmost east-west road was used much more than we anticipated and
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should have been considered in our graph. Apart from these roads, the vehicle also took

a number of roads which ordinary vehicles would either not be likely to take, or not

be able to take at all due to mobile barriers such as sinkable bollards. As the campus

security vehicle can control these barriers and use these roads, this opened up additional

intersections which we did not consider. Thus the vehicle did not follow a mobility

pattern similar to what we might expect from a normal vehicle.

Despite these issues, we could still use the data to evaluate how well a vehicle could

be tracked. In the rest of this section, we evaluate two different tracking methods

using data from our sniffing stations, investigating zone-level and road-level tracking

performance. Note that although we only considered a single vehicle, our analyses

can easily be extended to multiple vehicles, as unique identifiers in (S)CAMs allow an

attacker to easily distinguish between different vehicles.

6.2.1 Most Likely Route

We have shown that we can observe vehicle locations at the intersections themselves,

so then the next step was to determine what we could infer about the location of the

vehicle in the large gaps between these intersections using only the information from the

sniffing stations. One possibility is to try to determine the most likely route (MLR) that

a vehicle took based on discrete observations at different intersections. To do this we

first identified ingress and egress event pairs for our two observed intersections, where

the vehicle is observed leaving one intersection and entering the other some time later.

By observing these events, an attacker can infer which roads the vehicle was on prior

to an ingress event, or after an egress event. It is evident that the vehicle will stay

on this road until it reaches the first adjacent intersection or turn-off, as there will

be no opportunities to leave the road until that time. Thus this knowledge already

allows an attacker to perform road-level tracking for all road sections connecting to

observed intersections. The downside is that this road-level tracking only lasts until the

next intersection. However, it may also be possible to use observations from multiple

intersections to track a vehicle beyond the first adjacent intersection. To achieve this,

we identified direct routes between our two observed intersections and their distances.

By approximating the average speed of a vehicle on these roads, we could then calculate

how long a vehicle should take to travel between two intersections along the different

routes. Finally by looking at a combination of the egress direction and actual time

difference, we determined the MLR that the vehicle took.

The routes that we identified between our intersections can be seen in figure 6.8. We did

not consider egress from the north or west of intersection B, or the south of intersection
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A, as these did not lead to direct routes between the two intersections. Route 1 was 780

meters long, route 2 was 600 meters, and route 3 was 1200 meters long. Assuming an

average speed of 10 m/s (36 km/h), it would take the vehicle 78, 60 and 120 seconds to

cover these distances respectively. Now, for example, if we observed the vehicle leaving

intersection B to the east, and arriving at intersection A around 80 seconds later, we

could conclude that the vehicle took route 2. If this time difference was closer to 120

seconds, then it is more likely that the vehicle took route 3.

A

B

Route 1

Route 3Route 2

Figure 6.8: The routes used to determine the MLR

From our sniffing logs, we identified a total of 86 event pairs from one intersection to

the other intersection. However, the time between these pairs ranged from a few tens

of seconds to more than a day. Of course, the longer the time between events, the more

likely that the vehicle took a route other than the direct routes we identified. For this

reason, we discarded any event pairs with a time difference that was more than 240

seconds, leaving 13 remaining pairs. For these remaining event pairs, we matched the

time difference to the closest expected time as we calculated above, taking into account

the egress directions. Finally we compared our predicted MLR with the actual route

the vehicle took. The results of this can be seen in table 6.1.

Our predictions for the 11 shortest events were correct. However, when the time between

intersection events became longer, the vehicle often did not take the direct route, and
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Event #
Time

taken (s)
Egress

intersection
Egress

Direction
Assumed
route

Actual
route

Correct

1 38 A North 2 2 Yes

2 49 B East 2 2 Yes

3 55 B East 2 2 Yes

4 65 A West 1 1 Yes

5 79 B East 2 2 Yes

6 85 B East 2 2 Yes

7 90 B South 1 1 Yes

8 91 A West 1 1 Yes

9 93 A West 1 1 Yes

10 109 B South 1 1 Yes

11 133 A East 3 3 Yes

12 201 A North 2 1 No

13 240 A North 2 1 No

Table 6.1: Most likely route predictions and results

predicting the MLR becomes less feasible. As we can see, the maximum time that we

successfully tracked the vehicle was 133 seconds, which is close to the maximum expected

route time of 120 seconds. Beyond this time, our predictions were no longer correct.

Thus when a vehicle takes close to the expected time to cover a route, determining

the MLR can be used to track the vehicle. Note that these results are correct without

taking into account the ingress direction, which would provide even more information

for an attacker. The only caveat is that when there are multiple direct routes with the

same connecting roads and the same length, the attacker will not be able to distinguish

between them.

There were however a number of problems with this approach. The first problem was the

prediction accuracy due to the non-standard mobility pattern of the vehicle. Whereas a

regular vehicle would be likely to follow the speed limit of the road it is driving on, the

campus security vehicle in our experiment tended to vary its speed more often because

it was patrolling. This speed variability meant that the inter-event timings varied as

well, and a shorter route between two intersections could take longer to traverse than

a longer one. Secondly, there were only a few pairs of egress events at one intersection

and a subsequent ingress event at another intersection with only a small time between

them. This may again have be due to the vehicle’s mobility pattern; short trips along

with routes that a normal vehicle would/could not take, leading to a lower chance that

the vehicle crosses both intersection. This gave only a few event pairs with a small

time difference between them. As it is only from these that we can make any realistic

predictions about the MLR, this allowed us to track the vehicle on only a small number of

occasions. Also note that the MLR tracking time is heavily dependent on the underlying
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road network. Therefore, the tracking time values given above are not directly applicable

when considering a different pair of intersections and cannot be generalized as such.

For these reasons, more MLRs are hard to establish without observing more intersections.

As such, we do not consider our MLR approach with two covered intersections sufficient

for tracking a vehicle on the campus.

6.2.2 Most Likely Zone

Although predicting MLR with two observed intersections was not feasible, it might be

possible to track the vehicle at a higher level of abstraction. In chapter 5 we already

based the locations where to place the sniffing stations on splitting the entire campus into

the residential side on the west, and the university side to the east of these intersections.

By observing the ingress and egress events at our observed intersections, we may be able

to say something about which region the vehicle was in at what time. Thus instead of

a most likely route, we determine the most likely zone (MLZ).

The first step was to identify exactly what constituted the residential zone and what

constituted the university zone, which can be seen in figure 6.9. We limited the zones

to only the campus, and discarded any trips that took place off campus. The red area

was the residential zone, and covered all the student housing. The blue area was the

university zone, and covered all the university buildings.

The next step was to determine how observed intersection events translated to zone

predictions. For this we took into account both ingress and egress events at the two

intersections. If an ingress or egress event was observed, the values in table 6.2 were

used to determine what zone the vehicle was in. For egress events we assumed that

the vehicle stayed within this zone until the next observed event. For ingress events,

we assumed the vehicle was in the corresponding zone since the last observed event.

However, if the vehicle travelled from one zone to the other unobserved, then it was

possible to record an egress event into one zone, and then some time later observe an

ingress event from another zone, giving conflicting information. To solve this, we divided

the time between these observations into two equal parts, and assigned the egress zone

to the first part and the subsequent ingress zone to the second.

Intersection A Intersection B

North university residential

East university university

South university residential

West residential residential

Table 6.2: Translation of intersection events to zones
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Figure 6.9: Splitting the campus into two zones

We then categorized all sent messages from the vehicle logs into these two zones as well.

This gave 39% of all messages transmitted from within the residential zone and 61%

transmitted from within the university zone. Finally we compared our zone predictions

with the actual zone that the vehicle was in, giving an indication of how well accurate

our predictions were. The prediction accuracy was calculated as the average percentage

of correct predictions for the two zones. With only the information from intersection A,

our prediction accuracy was 61.12%, with only information from intersection B this was

67.49%. Combining information from both intersections gave a prediction accuracy of

72.82%.

Considering that random guessing would give a prediction rate of 50%, these results

are not a significant improvement. One problem was that the vehicle took a number

of non-standard routes where normal vehicles would not be able to come, resulting in
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intersections between zones that we did not cover. To investigate the extent to which

these non-standard routes negatively affected our prediction accuracy, we discarded all

routes that passed through non-standard areas and performed the same calculations.

This gave a prediction accuracy of 70.57%, 65.76% and 79.26% for information from

intersection A, intersection B, and both intersections respectively. These results are

summarized in table 6.3.

All routes Standard routes only

Intersection A 61.12% 70.57%

Intersection B 67.49% 65.76%

Both 72.82% 79.26%

Table 6.3: Prediction accuracy for MLZ predictions

Even without taking into account these non-standard routes, there were still many in-

correct predictions. There are two explanations which can account for this. Firstly, our

GPS issues meant that the vehicle could cross observed intersections without a GPS

fix, thus missing the transition from one zone to the other. Finally, the most northern

road was used more than we anticipated, and so our covered intersections did not par-

tition the graph as we assumed when determining where to place the sniffing stations.

This meant that the vehicle frequently moved from one zone to the other unobserved,

negatively affecting our prediction accuracy.

The core of this last issue is the same as with the MLR approach, namely the limited

number of observed intersections. As such, we expect that covering more intersections

would result in better tracking performance. In the next section we investigate whether

or not this is the case, and how our tracking methods perform when more intersections

are taken into account.

6.3 Expanding the Scale

For our experiment, we were limited to using two sniffing stations. However, an attacker

may have more resources, and so may be able to deploy more than two. Of course,

deploying more sniffing stations is only advantageous to an attacker if it improves how

well vehicles can be tracked. With additional sniffing stations to deploy, an attacker

also needs to determine not only which intersections to cover, but also where to place

the sniffing stations at these intersections. In this section, we expand the tracking scale,

and re-evaluate the same two tracking methods from the previous section, this time

assuming an attacker with various levels of resources capable of covering more than

two intersections. Next we describe tools that an attacker can use to help determine

where to place sniffing stations at intersections. Finally, we investigate how an attacker’s
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resources that influence its tracking capabilities can be translated to financial costs, and

we look at what resources are needed to track on an even larger scale.

6.3.1 Expanded MLZ

We first looked at expanding the scale of the MLZ approach, assuming an attacker

that had the resources to cover more than 2 intersections. In order to emulate such a

scenario, we assumed that the attacker could observe (at least) a 35 meter radius around

the centre of an observed intersection. Given the fact that a sniffing station could also

be weatherproofed, an attacker could place a station close to an intersection even when

there are no buildings nearby. Such a sniffing station could be battery powered, as we

found that our sniffing stations could run for more than 24 hours using the battery shown

in figure 5.2. Thus, with a practical signal range of around 300 meters, a 35m coverage

area around an intersection is a conservative assumption, and an attacker should be

able to cover most intersections in this manner. The SCAMs from within the 35 meter

area were then added to our set of eavesdropped messages. The information from these

messages was sufficient to determine the speed and trajectory of the vehicle crossing an

intersection, and so identify ingress and egress events and directions.

In our original scenario with two sniffing stations, we concluded that the prediction

accuracy was negatively affected by the fact that the vehicle could transition from one

zone to the other unobserved, which in turn was due to non-observed intersections

on the zone boundary. Thus the first step in improving this prediction accuracy was to

determine where these unobserved zone transitions could occur. We identified three such

intersection (in addition to our original two that we actually eavesdropped on), which can

be seen in figure 6.10. Intersections 1 and 2 correspond to the two intersections which we

covered in our real-world experiment. The other 3 intersections were then areas where

the vehicle could transition between zones unobserved in our original scenario.

Having identified these extra intersections, the next step was to determine the prediction

accuracy if the attacker had observed them. Thus we calculated the prediction accuracy

of all different combinations of observed intersections. This prediction accuracy was

calculated using the same method as in section 6.2.2, where we predicted the zone

according to observed intersection events and then compared this to the actual zone as

given by the ground truth. The prediction accuracy was then the percentage of correctly

predicted location samples. The results of this can be seen in table 6.4, which shows the

prediction accuracy for each number and each combination of observed intersections.

For example, row ”1-3-5” means that the attacker covered 3 intersections (1, 3, and 5),

which gave a prediction accuracy of 77.44%.
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Figure 6.10: Identifying additional intersections between zones

As expected, covering only a single intersection gave the worst prediction accuracy,

whereas covering all 5 identified intersection lead to the best prediction accuracy of

95.28%. The remaining incorrect predictions could be attributed to zone transitions

where the vehicle did not have a GPS fix, as this meant that the sniffing station could

not eavesdrop on the vehicle’s trajectory and identify ingress and egress events. We

can also see that for each additional sniffing station, the average prediction accuracy

increases by approximately 8.5%. This could be useful for an attacker to determine the

trade-off between the costs of an additional sniffing station and the desired prediction

accuracy. In section 6.3.5 we describe in more detail how the number of sniffing stations

translates into actual financial costs.

From these results we can conclude that, given sufficient resources, an attacker can

collect the information required to accurately predict a vehicle’s most likely zone.
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# of
intersections

1 2 3 4 5

1 61.12% 1-2 72.82% 1-2-3 81.40% 1-2-3-4 84.26% 1-2-3-4-5 95.28%
2 67.49% 1-3 73.42% 1-2-4 78.96% 1-2-3-5 89.51%
3 54.85% 1-4 67.41% 1-2-5 81.53% 1-2-4-5 86.41%
4 52.53% 1-5 69.98% 1-3-4 73.15% 1-3-4-5 86.58%
5 58.10% 2-3 73.32% 1-3-5 77.44% 2-3-4-5 87.29%

2-4 71.76% 1-4-5 74.33%
2-5 78.62% 2-3-4 77.38%
3-4 61.44% 2-3-5 83.74%
3-5 67.66% 2-4-5 82.09%
4-5 59.10% 3-4-5 72.50%

average 58.82% 69.55% 78.25% 86.81% 95.28%

Table 6.4: Expanded MLZ prediction accuracy for all intersection combinations

6.3.2 Expanded MLR

In section 6.2.1, we found that determining the MLR of a vehicle was difficult as we

were limited by the number of observed intersections. Therefore we investigated what

would happen if an attacker had more resources for this approach as well. Whereas for

the expanded MLZ approach we only needed to identify intersections where unobserved

zone transitions could occur, to determine the expanded MLR we needed to identify all

large intersections within the tracking domain. We found 21 such intersections which

can be seen, along with their connecting routes, in figure 6.11.

Note that even when all intersections in a tracking domain are observed, we are still

dealing with a mid-sized attacker and not a global attacker which could eavesdrop on

all messages in the tracking domain; due to the limited radio range the areas between

intersections are considered unobserved. As with the expanded MLZ approach, we

assumed that an attacker could observe the 35 meters surrounding the centre of each

intersection. The attacker could then (by eavesdropping on the SCAMs) fully track a

vehicle within this intersection area, but additionally it could also infer which roads

connecting to the intersection the vehicle was on. More specifically, when observing an

egress event, the attacker can infer the vehicle location up to the next intersection on

this road. After this point the vehicle has the possibility to change roads, and if this

intersection is not observed, then the vehicle can no longer be tracked. By observing an

intersection, the MLR of a vehicle is fully known until the vehicle has the opportunity

to change its route at the next unobserved intersection. Vice versa, when observing an

ingress event, an attacker could infer the vehicle’s past location up to the last intersection

that it crossed.
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Figure 6.11: All identified intersections for the expanded MLR approach

With these assumptions, we calculated the percentage of all SCAMs where the attacker

knew either exactly where the vehicle was (when it was in range of a sniffing station),

or exactly on which road section the vehicle was (by inference as described above). We

calculated this for every number of covered intersections between 1 and the maximum of

21. Furthermore we also considered every combination of intersections that an attacker

could cover. This gave a total of
21
∑

i=0

(

21

i

)

= 2097152 different combinations of intersec-

tions that an attacker of various resources could cover. The results of these calculations

can be seen in figure 6.12.

This figure shows both the maximum and mean tracking percentage for all combina-

tions of n intersections. The maximum tracking percentage is the maximum that an

attacker can obtain with n intersection, out of all possible combinations of this number
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Figure 6.12: Expanded MLR tracking percentage for all intersection combinations

intersections. The combination of observed intersections that leads to this maximum is

the optimal combination. The mean tracking percentage is the mean out of all these

combinations, with the error bars indicating one standard deviation error. As we can

see, the maximum tracking performance quickly increases as more intersections are ob-

served. For example, to achieve a tracking rate of 90%, only 8 intersections need to

be covered. The optimal combination for 8 intersections which lead to the maximum

tracking percentage were intersections 3, 4, 8, 10, 14, 17, 18 and 21. The situation when

these 8 intersections are observed is shown in figure 6.13, where the green routes and

intersections represent areas where we can fully track a vehicle on a road-level, and the

red routes and intersections are where the vehicle can move freely without being tracked.

We can see that there are a number of isolated red intersections. These are intersections

where the attacker can infer the vehicle’s location on all roads connecting to the inter-

section, but the intersection itself is not observed. However, as the roads extend to the

centre of the intersection, these isolated red points do not indicate an area where the

vehicle is safe from tracking. Apart from these isolated intersections, we can see that

there are 8 road sections where the vehicle cannot be tracked on a road-level. Zone-level

tracking is still possible however, as an attacker can infer that when the vehicle enters a

red zone that it remains in this zone until it is observed again. Moreover, within these

zones the MLR might still be inferred by using the timing approach that we used in

section 6.2.1. We saw that if the period that a vehicle was unobserved was relatively

short and matched the expected period, an attacker could predict which road was taken.

Furthermore, the timing approach only incorrectly predicted routes if there were indirect
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Figure 6.13: Expanded MLR optimal coverage for 8 intersections

alternatives. In the case with 8 observed intersections, the routes that are unobserved

are all short and direct, except for the small loop between intersections 5, 6, and 7. Thus

this approach is feasible to improve tracking performance, especially if the vehicle drives

with a standard mobility pattern, following the speed limit.

However, even without timings there is still some information that an attacker can gain

on unobserved zones. For example, if a vehicle is observed leaving intersection 17 towards

intersection 20, and some time later is observed entering intersection 18 from the south,

then the vehicle must have taken the red route between intersection 19 and 20, as there

was no other unobserved way to get there. In fact, the only time when an attacker will

not know what road, or set of connecting roads, the vehicle is on is when there is a

loop in a red zone, such as between intersections 5, 6 and 7 in figure 6.13. However,
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as we found the results without including a timing analysis already sufficient for vehicle

tracking, we did not consider these extra methods any further.

Finally, it may also not be of interest to an attacker to be able to track a vehicle on

the road-level inside the entire tracking domain. For some areas in the tracking domain,

zone-level knowledge of a vehicle may suffice, whereas in other areas road-level tracking

is required. For example, a burglar in the residential zone will be interested in the exact

road the security vehicle is on in this zone, but will not care about where the exact road

when it is in the university area, just that it is in this zone. Thus an attacker could create

a denser network of sniffing stations where more tracking information is needed, and for

other areas where only zone-level tracking is necessary, the sniffing stations would only

need to be placed on the zone boundaries.

6.3.3 Real-time Tracking

It is important to note that up to now we have used data collected in the past to

retrospectively track a vehicle, instead of tracking in real-time. Whether or not real-

time tracking is desirable depends on the incentives of the attacker, and whether the

actions of an attacker based on someone’s location data are reactive or proactive. For

example, if the attacker is a burglar that wants to know whether or not there is a police

patrol nearby, then the attacker decides proactively whether or not it is safe to break

in. In this case, it is desirable for the attacker to have real-time information on the

location of all police vehicles. On the other hand, the attacker may want to infer some

personal information based on someone’s location, for example for directed advertising.

In this case, the attacker first aims to learn from past locations of the target and then

take action reactively. To do this, real-time location information is not necessary, and

analysing the location data retrospectively at a later point in time is sufficient. In our

model both types of tracking are possible. We have shown that retrospective tracking

can be done by collecting location data on the sniffing stations and then retrieving and

analysing this data at a later point in time. Real-time tracking is however also possible.

By enabling remote access to the sniffing stations, for example by equipping them with

a 3G connection, an attacker can retrieve eavesdropped messages as they are received.

More importantly, all the tracking methods that we have described do not require future

information to track a vehicle at any point in time. Thus these methods are just as valid

for real-time tracking as they are for retrospective tracking.
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6.3.4 Predicting Coverage

One open issue is how an attacker can know in advance to what extent an intersection

can be covered. This is valuable information to know up front, as an attacker may have

limited opportunities to install sniffing stations, especially considering that it may be a

time consuming effort. Moreover, installing a sniffing station and then discovering later

that it could not cover the required intersection would be a waste of resources. Thus it

is useful for an attacker to be able to predict what the coverage of a sniffing station will

be before actually deploying it. To achieve this, the attacker needs to know not only the

exact characteristics of the antenna and how the radio signals will behave, but also what

the environment looks like. Whilst it may be possible to investigate this manually for

a small number of intersections, it becomes very time consuming if more intersections

need to be investigated. Fortunately, there are tools that can simulate this and allow

an attacker to determine sniffing station coverage beforehand without actually installing

them.

We validated one such tool to investigate if it was feasible to accurately predict what

our sniffing stations should have observed, and compared that to what they actually

observed. The tool that we evaluated was called GEMV2 (Geometry-based Efficient

propagation Model for V2V communication) [54]. It utilizes a radio signal propagation

model to estimate how the radio signals would behave. However, as 802.11p is very

sensitive to obstructions, this is not sufficient. Any obstructions such as vehicles and

groups of trees need to be taken into account to get a good indication of which areas a

sniffing station could observe and which it could not. Getting accurate data on which

obstructions there are is a time consuming process, as buildings and trees would need to

be modelled in 3D before a propagation model could take them into account. To solve

this problem, the simulation uses data from OpenStreetMap, which for many areas

includes data on building outlines and, to a more limited extent, areas of vegetation.

However, a building outline does not represent an actual 3D building. Therefore the

outlines are extruded upwards to generate 3D building models. As the exact architecture

of a building will not significantly affect radio propagation, this is enough to determine

large scale obstructions that can influence 802.11p signals.

To validate the simulation, we imported OpenStreetMap map data of the university cam-

pus, as well as the transmitted SCAMs from our vehicle. We then input the appropriate

parameters according to the specifications of our antennas, and ran the simulation. A

screenshot of a section of the results can be seen in figure 6.14.

This figure shows a 3D model of the building where we placed our sniffing station, at

intersection B in figure 5.8. The wide red lines show the path of the vehicle to the
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Figure 6.14: Propagation model showing signals blocked by buildings

extent that it was received by the sniffing station. The thin coloured lines show the

expected signal strengths according to the propagation model in relation to the vehicle’s

location, with the redder the line, the higher the signal strengths were. The dark blue

lines indicate the lowest signal strengths, where the sniffing stations would not be able

to receive any messages. Finally we see small 3D polygons. The polygon next to the

building indicates our sniffing station location, and the others are the vehicle position

as transmitted in the SCAMs. We can clearly see that the wide red lines where the

sniffing station actually received signals matched where the simulation predicted that

there would be higher signal strengths. After the vehicle passed the building, we can

see that the propagation model predicts that the signal strength will be extremely low,

and indeed the sniffing station did not receive any messages from beyond this point.

In conclusion, we found that the propagation model gave a good indication of what can

be expected from a sniffing station in terms of intersection coverage, and thus that it is
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a useful tool for attackers to plan sniffing station placement.

6.3.5 Cost Analysis

In the previous sections we have seen that tracking a vehicle becomes feasible when

sufficient intersections are observed. However, the more intersections an attacker wants

to cover, the more resources are needed. These resources consist of time to install

hardware, computational resources, the knowledge to analyse eavesdropped messages,

and finally financial resources to purchase sniffing stations. We have seen that it is

quite feasible to install sniffing stations that can observe intersections, and that the

computational resources and knowledge needed to track a vehicle are easily obtained.

The main limiting factor is then the financial costs to purchase sufficient sniffing stations

to cover the area where an attacker wishes to track a vehicle.

We found that the cheapest solution for a sniffing station including antennas came to

approximately e500. To fully track a vehicle on the campus, an attacker would need

to place a sniffing station at all 21 intersections identified in section 6.3.2. This would

mean a financial cost of 21× e500 = e10500. However, we saw in figure 6.12 that not

all intersection may need to be covered to track a vehicle for a large period of time, and

adding more intersection results in diminishing returns. For example to track a vehicle

for more than 90% of the time, only 8 sniffing stations were needed. This means that

for e4000, an attacker could almost completely track a vehicle on the campus. This is

well within the range of even a small attacker with few resources.

We can also expand the scale, by looking at the area that an attacker can cover. The total

area of the university campus that we considered as a tracking domain was approximately

1.75 km2. Assuming the 21 sniffing stations required to cover this intersection, this

would mean that an attacker would require approximately 12 sniffing stations per 1

km2 that an attacker wants to cover. Given a sniffing station cost of e500, this results

in e6,000 per km2. If we extrapolate this to the entire city of Enschede with a total

area of approximately 143 km2, an attacker would require 1716 sniffing stations, and an

attacker would need e858,000 to fully cover the entire city. This is however only if the

attacker does not consider the road network and assumes that all intersections need to

be covered. If an attacker does not require 100% coverage and uses the road network

as we did in section 5.4.1, significantly less financial resources would be required. For

example, if we assume that an attacker only needs to 8 out of every 21 intersections,

then the costs of covering the whole city already reduce to e326,857. We must however

be careful when extrapolating in this manner. The university campus is a large and
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relatively isolated road network, and so it likely has a different intersection density and

type of road network than the rest of the city.

Another important aspect to consider is that the above assumes a sniffing station price

of e500. As the technology is relatively new, a large part of these costs cover research

and development of the hardware. Thus we expect the prices to drop significantly in

the coming years, as more competition comes to market, and the production quantity

increases to match increased demand from ITSs being deployed. Beyond this, it is

likely that in the future other devices will be able to receive ITS messages as well.

Especially considering that 802.11p is just a modification of 802.11a, there is already

talk of bringing 802.11p functionality to mobile phones [55]. Another option would

be to use an inexpensive computer such as a Raspberry Pi with an 802.11a dongle

and a driver patch to support 802.11p. This would already bring the costs of a single

sniffing station down to approximately e50. Following the example above of an attacker

that wants to cover the most of Enschede using road network knowledge, using this

hardware would bring the total costs down to e32,686. The similarity of 802.11p to

802.11a also opens up other attack vectors. For example, if an attacker can compromise

a large number of 802.11a routers found in homes and patch them to receive 802.11p

messages as well, it could be possible to quickly create a sniffing station botnet covering a

considerable geographic area. Finally, the United States Department of Transportation

has announced intention to mandate DSRC (the United States standards for 802.11p)

in all new vehicles in the near future. This means that in the future it may be possible

to obtain sniffing stations with a trip to the junk yard.

Considering the above, it is clear that currently the ITS market is dynamic, and care

must be taken when drawing conclusions about tracking feasibility given current hard-

ware prices. All the described developments will very likely drive down the costs for

any potential attacker, which in turn means that sniffing stations could soon become a

ubiquitous threat.

6.3.6 Further Expansion

Up to now, we have mostly discussed tracking vehicles on the university campus. This

however only represents a small geographic region. An attacker may want to consider a

much larger tracking domain, but the number of intersections to consider when taking

a larger domain can increase exponentially as the domain grows. Furthermore, to do

any graph-based analyses, the road network would need to be converted into graph

representation (to get an idea of how large these graphs may be, the Stanford Large

Network Dataset Collection provides a graph representation of the road network of the
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state of California with 1,965,206 nodes and 5,533,214 edges [56]). For the university

campus generating this graph was still a trivial exercise to do manually, but for a larger

area this could quickly become infeasible. Fortunately, there are already graphs available

for most major road networks. For example, navigation software already uses a graph

based representation of the road network for routing calculations.

It is however also important to remember that not all intersections need to be observed

to be able to track a vehicle for a large portion of time. We saw in our experiment that

with a domain consisting of 21 intersections, we only needed to observe 8 of them to give

a tracking rate of over 90%. Moreover, the number of sniffing station also depends on

where the attacker wishes to track vehicles on a road level, and where zone-level tracking

is sufficient. As zone-level tracking requires fewer observed intersections than road-level

tracking, this would reduce the required resources even further.

When many intersections need to be observed to track a vehicle, it is important for the

attacker to make optimal use of the available resources. In figure 6.13 we identified the

optimal combination of 8 intersections to track our vehicle, but we used the established

ground truth of all the vehicle’s locations to determine this optimal configuration. An

attacker deploying sniffing station may not have the luxury of having this data before-

hand. The attacker may however still be able to guess what the optimal combination

would be. To do this, first a graph of the road network needs to be established, as we

did in section 5.4.1. The edges in the graph then need to be weighted, according to

how much tracking information the attacker expects to get from the road that the edge

represent. This could be for example based on how busy the road is expected to be, or

the length of the road section until the next intersection. The latter is easily determined

by existing maps, and the former could be collected by using a real-time traffic service,

such as the service provided by Google Maps. Finding the optimal combination then

comes down to maximizing the total weights of all observed intersections. However, if

two adjacent intersections are selected, the road between them will be counted twice

even though this will not give an attacker any extra information on the vehicle’s loca-

tion. Taking this into account, finding the optimal combination is then equivalent to

the maximum-weighted independent set problem for weighted undirected graphs. Un-

fortunately this problem is NP-complete and an exact solution will not be feasible for

large graphs, but approximations will allow an attacker to reduce wasting resources.

We can also make some inferences if we simplify the road network. For example if we

assume the road network to be a square grid (a common layout in the USA), we get the

graph shown in figure 6.15. To get 100% coverage on such a graph, an attacker needs

to observe the maximum independent set. For a grid this is easy to determine; it is a

checker pattern, as shown by the blue nodes in the figure. The number of intersections
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to cover in a grid with x intersections on a side can be generalized to (1
2
· x)2 = 1

4
· x2.

This means that an attacker needs to only observe one quarter of all intersections in a

grid to fully track a vehicle on the road-level.

Figure 6.15: A grid plan road network

Finally we present a practical example: Lee and Kim determined that for Jeju city, a

city in South Korea covering 977.8 km2, only 1000 of the 17000 intersections needed to

be covered to give a connectivity of 72.4%, assuming a range of 300 meters [51]. This

also resulted in an average disconnection interval of less than 10 seconds. Thus with

1000 intersections, vehicles could be tracked precisely for 72.4% of the time. Road-

level inferences would make the tracking rate even higher, especially given the short

disconnection interval. Given our sniffing station cost of e500, this means that an

attacker would need to invest e500,000 to cover all these intersections. This makes it

infeasible for small (in terms of available resources) attackers, but for larger attackers

it could be worthwhile, especially as it would allow this attacker to track every single

ITS equipped vehicle in an entire city for a large portion of the time. Especially as the

hardware prices are likely to drop in the near future, we consider this a likely threat if

ITSs in the current form are deployed.

In this chapter, we have shown that with two observed intersections is it difficult for an

MA to track a vehicle on a road-level, and to a lesser extent on a zone-level. However,

when we expanded the scale and considered an attacker with the resources to cover more
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intersections, it became clear that tracking is definitely feasible, especially if an attacker

has the resources to cover a large portion of all intersections. We also found that the

costs of covering intersections are still relatively high at the moment but, given the rise

of ITS technologies, are likely to drop significantly in the near future. Taken together

this means that when ITSs are deployed it is not merely possible that attackers will

attempt to track vehicles, but is likely that it will happen. The question that then arises

is what can be done to prevent it? In the next chapter we will look at pseudonyms, a

technique that is often proposed as a tracking mitigation strategy.



Chapter 7

Mitigation

We have established that vehicle tracking in intelligent transportation systems is feasible

for a mid-sized attacker with sufficient resources. However, we established this under

the assumption that there was only single transmitting vehicle in the tracking domain.

This meant that any received radio signals were certain to originate from that vehicle.

Our tracking methods however do not lose their validity when tracking multiple vehicles

with 802.11p transmitters. This is due to the underlying routing protocols that are

required to deliver messages to specific vehicle, and due to applications needing to know

which message came from which vehicle. These two factors mean that vehicles need

to use unique identifiers when communicating with other vehicles and with road-side

infrastructure. By looking at these identifiers, an attacker can identify which sender

messages originated from and link these messages together to track any vehicle. It is

this linkability that makes tracking possible. Linking consecutive location samples allows

for short-term tracking, whereas linking together samples over an entire trip, and then

linking these trips allows for mid-term and long-term tracking. The core of the problem

is thus the persistent identifiers that allow an attacker to determine which vehicle any

received messages originate from. It is also in these identifiers that we need to look for

solutions to mitigate tracking.

In chapter 4 we already introduced pseudonyms as a tracking mitigation strategy. In the

rest of this chapter, we first describe how pseudonyms can be used in different ways to

mitigate tracking. We then describe different available privacy metrics that can measure

how effective mitigation strategies are. Next, we investigate how effective pseudonyms

are in the context of our experimental scenario by evaluating different pseudonym change

strategies and privacy metrics. We then consider the same strategies for a larger geo-

graphic scale, and finally give a cost analysis describing how the use of pseudonyms

affects the resources needed by an attacker to track a vehicle.

78
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7.1 Pseudonyms and Pseudonym Change Strategies

A pseudonym is a unique identifier with which a vehicle can communicate to other

vehicles and road-side infrastructure. The strength of pseudonyms however is that they

are not fixed, but they can be changed. In fact, they are only effective when they

are changed, if a vehicle uses one pseudonym for a long period of time the situation

is not different than with the persistent identifier in our experiments. As opposed to

complete anonymisation, pseudonyms can provide location privacy whilst still allowing

authentication and accountability. In the context of VANETs, a pseudonym change

should affect all public information that can be directly linked to a vehicle. This means

that all identifiers on the communication stack, such as a vehicle’s MAC or IP address, as

well as any (public) keys that the vehicle uses for authentication should be changed. For

tracking, the problem then becomes linking one pseudonym to another. If an attacker

can do this, then all messages sent using the different pseudonyms can be linked as well.

When and where a pseudonym is changed can however have a large effect on privacy

and is not a trivial issue. Therefore many different pseudonyms change strategies have

been proposed [31]. We discussed some of these in chapter 4, and below we give a short

overview of the different categories of pseudonym change strategies.

The most effective pseudonym change strategy to mitigate tracking would be to simply

use a different pseudonym for every transmitted message, as this would make every

message completely anonymous. However even this method is only effective if there are

multiple transmitting vehicles to confuse an attacker. For example, in our experiment,

the security vehicle would have been trackable even if the messages were completely

anonymous, because there was only one transmitting vehicle in our tracking domain.

Thus any messages were certain to come from the vehicle we were trying to track.

Another downside of this pseudonym change strategy is that it uses many different

pseudonyms, as many as 10 per second in the case of (S)CAMs. Vehicles will, however,

probably only have a limited number of pseudonyms available to them, and generating

10 new pseudonyms a second is then not feasible. This is especially true as access to

pseudonyms needs to be limited so that vehicle cannot use multiple pseudonyms at the

same time, as this would confuse ITS applications and open up the possibility of sybil

attacks [57].

To reduce this problem, it is logical to use the same pseudonym for multiple messages

before the pseudonym is changed. With a fixed time change strategy, a vehicle changes its

pseudonym according to a fixed periodic schedule. However, such a predictable schedule

may allow for consecutive pseudonyms to be linked, reducing their effectiveness. To solve

this predictability, pseudonyms could also be changed after a random time period. An

attacker would then not be able to predict when the next pseudonym change would take
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place. However, this has a problem that is also present fixed period changes, namely

that is likely that when a pseudonym change occurs, all neighbouring vehicles keep the

same identity. An attacker would then see a single new identity appear with the same

location trajectory as the old identity, and linking the old and new pseudonyms would

be trivial. To solve this, a silent period where no location beacons are transmitted can

be introduced. This would make it harder for an attacker to link a newly appeared

pseudonym with an old one, as the locations and trajectories will no longer be the

same. This could however have negative effects for any safety application, which rely

on knowing where neighbouring vehicles are at all times (for example, entering a silent

period will likely break any collision avoidance applications) [39].

However, even with silent periods, a pseudonym change is not effective unless other

vehicles change pseudonyms in the same time period, as it is easy to link pseudonyms

when exactly one pseudonym disappears and another one appears some time after that

in the same observed area. Thus, to stop an attacker linking old and new pseudonyms,

a pseudonym change should be spatially and temporally coordinated amongst different

vehicles. Additionally, a vehicle cannot free-ride on the pseudonym change of other

vehicles to achieve location privacy as its pseudonym can then still be tracked. In general

this means the pseudonym changes are only effective if there are enough neighbours to

confuse an attacker, and these neighbours need to change pseudonyms around the same

time. The former can be solved by taking a density-based approach, where pseudonyms

are only changed when the number of neighbours is larger than a certain threshold.

The latter is a more complex problem, and requires a collaborative approach where

vehicles agree to change pseudonyms at a certain time. To avoid linking location beacons,

this collaborative change also needs to occur in a way that an attacker cannot observe

the change. This can be achieved through silent periods (with the same problems as

described above) or by only changing pseudonyms when the vehicles are in an area that

where it is safe to, so called mix-zones. In effect all areas where the vehicle is not in range

of a sniffing station can be considered a mix zone [27]. For example in our university

campus scenario, any unobserved area between intersections could be considered a mix-

zone and a good place to change pseudonyms. However, a vehicle does not know which

areas are observed by an attacker and which are not, making it difficult for a vehicle to

establish when it is safe to change pseudonyms.

In conclusion, changing pseudonyms is a complex problem. There is a trade-off between

the privacy provided by pseudonyms messages and the security of applications that

require accurate location data of other vehicles. The former requires messages to be as

unlinkable as possible, whereas the latter relies on linkability for consistent predictions

that make safety application possible. This problem also manifests when deciding where

to change pseudonyms. Changing at intersections means that there are likely to be
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many other vehicle with changing trajectories that can confuse an attacker. On the

other hand, intersections are also the areas where applications like intersection collision

avoidance rely on a lack of confusion. The situation is made even more complex by the

fact that whilst pseudonym changes are most effective in mix zones where the vehicle

is not observed, there is no way for the vehicle to know there these zones are. Despite

these issues, pseudonyms seem to be a promising solution. Especially due to the fact

that mitigation strategies that limit the quality or quantity of location samples may not

be compatible with ITS safety applications (e.g. location obfuscation, silent periods),

pseudonyms may be the only realistic solution to tracking mitigation.

7.2 Privacy Metrics

With the many different categories and types of pseudonym change strategies, it is

important to be able to determine which are the most effective. To achieve this, we need

some quantitative measure that would allow for a direct comparison between different

strategies. These quantitative measures to establish and compare location privacy are

called privacy metrics. In this section, we give an overview of which privacy metrics

have been proposed in existing literature, and how useful they are for measuring privacy

in our experimental scenario.

Privacy Loss Functions

In order to give a good indication of privacy, we look at vehicle-centric metrics, meaning

that they describe the level of privacy for a vehicle instead of at a network level. One

of the simplest of these privacy metrics is a privacy loss function [39][58]. As the name

suggest, this is a function that describes the privacy that a vehicles loses as time passes.

A privacy loss function typically takes as input the elapsed time, and the time since

the last (successful) pseudonym change. Privacy loss is set to zero when the vehicle

changes pseudonyms, and then slowly increases as time passes. How fast this loss of

privacy happens depends on the assumed strength of the attacker. Existing privacy loss

functions in literature however do not consider attackers with different levels of resources,

and assume only a global attacker. This means that they do not correctly model the

situation in the presence of a mid-sized attacker, as is the case in our experimental

scenario. In section 7.3 we give a modified privacy loss function that does take this into

account.
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K-anonymity

Another privacy metric is k-anonymity, or anonymity set size [41]. With k-anonymity,

a vehicle is indistinguishable from k-1 other vehicles. In the context of pseudonyms,

k-anonymity is achieved if a vehicle changes pseudonyms collaboratively with k-1 other

vehicles, after which an attacker would not be able to identify a target within this

set of k vehicles. There are however a number of problems with this privacy metric.

Firstly, even when k-anonymity is fulfilled, it is still possible to link location samples, as

shown by Shokri et al. [59]. Furthermore, k-anonymity assumes that all vehicles in an

anonymity set are equally likely to be the target, which is often not the case. Finally,

k-anonymity does not take into account any prior knowledge that an attacker possesses.

In the case of our experimental scenario, these shortcomings are evident. If a vehicle

changes pseudonyms with k other vehicle at the same time, k-anonymity is fulfilled.

However, if all these k vehicles are travelling in the opposite direction than the target,

the attacker can easily determine the target’s new pseudonym and there is no actual

location privacy. The problem here is that not all vehicles are equally likely to be the

target, as is assumed by k-anonymity.

There are a number of extensions to k-anonymity which aim to solve some of the prob-

lems. However, none of these take into account a non-uniform probability distribution

when determining the target vehicle, and so we only discuss them briefly. Strong k-

anonymity guarantees that the anonymity cluster stays the same over multiple queries,

to stop set intersection attacks where an attacker can gain information by looking at

the intersections of different anonymity sets [60]. Another extension is l-diversity, which

measures diversity in locations that are distant enough from each other [61]. It guaran-

tees that all vehicles in an anonymity set not only have different locations, but are also

located distant enough from each other. Thus it only guarantees privacy if the location

of a vehicle is unidentifiable from a set of l different physical locations. Extending l-

diversity, t-closeness also specifies that the probability distribution within a cluster and

the probability distribution over the entire set should be larger than a certain threshold

t [62]. Finally, p-sensitivity puts a lower bound on the number of distinct confidential

values within an anonymity set [63].

Entropy

Entropy is a privacy metric that aims to alleviate the problems with k-anonymity. In

particular it aims to solve the fact that k-anonymity only considers a uniform probability

distribution when determining the target vehicle. Entropy originates from information
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theory, and is a measure of information gained by an attacker, considering the uncer-

tainty in a random variable [64]. For location privacy, the entropy of the anonymity set

can give a measure of the privacy gained by a pseudonym update [24]. Entropy measures

the uncertainty of an attacker attempting to determine whether a vehicle is the target

vehicle it is trying to track, and it is typically defined as:

H(X) = −
N
∑

i=1

pi · logpi

Where N is the number of vehicles in the mix-zone that change pseudonyms at the same

time, and pi is the probability that vehicle i is the target vehicle. Thus entropy is affected

by two factors, namely the total number of vehicles in the mix-zone and the similarity of

the distribution of a vehicle being the target vehicle to the uniform distribution. Entropy

solves the problem of k-anonymity assuming that all vehicles in the anonymity set are

equally likely to be the target; if one vehicle has a much higher probability of being the

target than the other vehicles in the anonymity set, then entropy will be low. Although

entropy depends on the absolute number of vehicles in the anonymity set, it can be

normalized to the maximum achievable entropy. However, entropy does not consider

whether locations are actually different. For example, if two cars are next to each other

but are equally likely to be the target, then they will have a high entropy, whereas the

actual level of location privacy will be low. Finally, determining the probability that a

vehicle is the target vehicle depends on the tracking techniques of the attacker, and so

it is difficult to determine from a vehicle’s point of view.

Adversary Success Rate

Another privacy metric is the adversary success rate. For this metric, we first need

to establish what the goal of the attacker is, and what is considered a success. One

potential attacker goal is to minimize the distance between where the attacker thinks

a vehicle is and where it actually is. This metric is then equivalent to establishing an

attacker’s estimation of distance error, as described by Gruteser [21]. However, they

only analyse this metric in the context of multi-hypothesis tracking. Rebollo-Monedero

et al. give a more in-depth analysis of an attacker’s estimation error, and argue that most

privacy metrics can be construed as specific cases of the attacker’s estimation error [65].

In the case of our experimental scenario, we assume that the attacker’s goal is to track

a vehicle for as long as possible. The metric then becomes a measure of the maximum

tracking time (or distance to confusion). Thus this metric measures for how long or far

an attacker can track a vehicle before it gets confused, for example by pseudonyms. One
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advantage of this metric is that it gives an easy to interpret quantitative value. The

downside of this metric is that it does not consider an attacker drawing probabilistic

conclusions to re-link pseudonyms at a later time. For example, if an attacker sees

a pseudonym, and there is a high probability that it belongs to a vehicle seen earlier

because the vehicle has the same physical characteristics, then the pseudonyms can be

linked and this may not be properly reflected in the maximum tracking time.

Comparing Privacy Metrics

It is clear that there is a wide range of available privacy metrics. Some of them are

more applicable to specific requirements, whereas other give a more general approach.

However, at the moment of writing, there is no simple framework for comparing all the

different metrics to compare which are more effective than others. Furthermore, some

of the described metrics are quite abstract, and do not give an intuitive indication of

what the actual level of privacy is. This makes it difficult to relate them directly to

practical privacy implications. Especially if users are to be made aware of the privacy

risks in ITSs, it is imperative that the level of privacy can also be expressed in an easy

to grasp value. To achieve this, a framework that allows different privacy metrics to be

compared and expressed in terms of each other would be beneficial.

Nevertheless, in the next section we use some of these privacy metrics to determine

how well different pseudonym change strategies would have protected the vehicle from

tracking in our experimental scenario.

7.3 Measuring Pseudonym Effectiveness

We know that pseudonyms are a possible solution to mitigate vehicle tracking, but we

have not yet established how effective they are. We found in the previous chapter that

without pseudonyms it is feasible to track a vehicle, as shown with data from our exper-

imental scenario. In this scenario, the vehicle did not use pseudonyms and all messages

were transmitted with a static identifier, which allowed the vehicle to be tracked for a

large portion of the time that it spent driving. To determine what effect pseudonyms

would have had on tracking feasibility in our experiment, we look at introducing them

into our system model. However, pseudonym changes are only useful if there are more

transmitting vehicles that also use different pseudonyms. We only had a single vehicle

in the experiment, and so it was not possible to measure pseudonym effectiveness di-

rectly. Fortunately, it is possible to evaluate pseudonyms in a more general sense. By

assuming that there are always vehicles that change pseudonyms collaboratively with
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the target vehicle, it becomes possible to evaluate the best case scenario for pseudonyms.

As pseudonym changes are then not dependent on probabilistic encounters with other

vehicles, we can establish an upper bound on the effectiveness that pseudonyms would

have had on our experimental tracking scenario.

In this section we investigate pseudonym effectiveness based on the ground truth of

our experimental scenario. We investigate two different privacy metrics. Firstly we

compare different pseudonyms change strategies relative to the maximum duration that

an attacker can track a vehicle. Next we propose a modified privacy loss function that

can describe the different sources of uncertainty in the presence of a mid-sized attacker.

7.3.1 Maximum Tracking Time

The first privacy metric that we consider is the maximum tracking time (MTT) that

an attacker can track a vehicle. We saw in section 6.3.2 that if an attacker observed all

intersections, it was possible to track a vehicle without pseudonyms on a road-level 100%

of the time. We now look at the maximum tracking time with pseudonyms, which is

the longest contiguous period of time that a pseudonym can be tracked on a road-level.

There are two variables that affect the MTT, namely the pseudonym change strategy

that is used and how many intersections an attacker has the resources to cover. We

assume that there are no silent periods when changing pseudonyms at an intersection,

as this is likely to negatively affect safety applications. Moreover, silent periods in the

gaps in between intersections are superfluous, as an attacker cannot receive the messages

anyway. As a consequence, pseudonym changes that occur within an observed area are

not effective, as an attacker can easily link consecutive location samples, and thus link

consecutive pseudonyms. Pseudonym changes are then only effective when they occur

in unobserved areas, where the unobserved areas are considered to be mix-zones [27].

Assuming that all observed pseudonym changes can be linked together, the maximum

tracking time is then maximum time that an attacker observes an arbitrary pseudonym

and all pseudonyms that can be linked to it.

As described above, we only had a single vehicle in our experimental scenario, making

a direct implementation of pseudonyms infeasible. However, we can evaluate a best

case situation for users, to give an indication of what level of privacy pseudonyms can

at best provide. To get this best case of the effect of pseudonyms, we assume that all

pseudonym changes are perfect. A perfect pseudonym change is any change where there

is enough generated uncertainty that an attacker cannot link the old pseudonym and

the new pseudonym, and thus cannot conclude that they belong to the same vehicle.
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To introduce these perfect pseudonym changes into our system, we make a distinction

between two different types of changes, based on the type of linking that an attacker

can do. Firstly, pseudonym changes can occur within a trip (intratrip changes). If

an attacker can link all these pseudonyms, the vehicle can be tracked for the entire

duration of the trip. On the other hand, pseudonyms can also be changed between trips

(intertrip changes). For example when the vehicle changes pseudonyms every time it

starts, but also when the vehicle exits the tracking domain in one trip and enters the

tracking domain with a different pseudonym in another trip. With the former, it might

be possible to link pseudonyms by inferring where the vehicle stopped between trips,

but with the latter it is more difficult to link the pseudonyms. Note that pseudonym

changes that happen in an observed area are always linkable when there is no silent

period, and so we assume that only unobserved pseudonym changes are effective.

An attacker that can link both unobserved intratrip and unobserved intertrip pseudonym

changes can fully track the vehicle in the tracking domain, and in this situation pseudonyms

are not effective. The MTT is then equal to the entire duration that the vehicle travels

in the tracking domain. On the other hand if an attacker can link intratrip pseudonym

changes, but cannot link intertrip changes, then it can track a vehicle for the entire

duration of any trip in the tracking domain. The MTT is then equal to the length of

the longest trip, similar to what can be seen in figure 6.2 (though this figure shows all

the ground truth trip lengths, so the trips covering only the tracking domain are slightly

shorter).

Worst Case

In the worst case for an attacker, it cannot link intertrip nor intratrip pseudonym

changes, except when they are observed. This situation gives a lower bound for the

MTT. If we consider such an attacker, then the effect of pseudonyms can be seen in

figure 7.1.

In this figure, we consider two different types of pseudonym change strategies. The first

is when the vehicle only changes pseudonyms at the start of a trip, the least often a

vehicle can change pseudonyms (except not using pseudonyms at all). As we assume

that unobserved intertrip changes cannot be linked, an attacker can never track a ve-

hicle for longer than the duration of a trip. The second strategy is a periodic change,

with different pseudonym change periods. We include a vehicle changing pseudonyms

every single message, a strategy that is not practical in real-world applications due to

(cryptographic) overhead, but it does give the lowest MTT in this situation. We can

see in the figure that the MTT decreases as the pseudonym change period becomes
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Figure 7.1: Maximum tracking time for unlinked trips

shorter. There are however diminishing returns, and there is only approximately a 10%

difference in MTT between changing pseudonyms every message and changing every 60

seconds. This is due to the fact that when an attacker observes an egress event, it knows

which road section that vehicle was on, independent of how often the vehicle changes

pseudonyms on that road section. Finally, changing pseudonyms only at the beginning

of a trip means that an attacker who covers all (relevant) intersections can potentially

track the vehicle for the entirety of this trip.

In terms of the number of intersections that an attacker covers, we can see that for

5 or less covered intersections the MTT is approximately the same regardless of the

pseudonym change strategy. The reason for this is that with few covered intersections,

there is a larger probability that all of them are isolated, and there are no adjacent

covered intersections that an attacker can leverage to observe a pseudonym for a longer

period of time. With an attacker that covers between 6 and 12 intersections we see a

gradual increase in MTT as the pseudonym change period becomes longer, and beyond

this point the difference between the strategies starts to become larger. For example,

between 6 and 12 covered intersections there is on average a 14% difference in MTT

between the per trip pseudonym change strategy and changing every 360 seconds, but

between 12 and 21 intersections this this difference is 39%. It is clear that with more

than 5 covered intersections, a per trip pseudonym change is not a good strategy, as it

leads to a high MTT. In fact, with an attacker that observes 21 intersections and a per

trip pseudonym change strategy, we can see that the entirety of the longest trip of 2106

seconds can be tracked. Furthermore we see that beyond 12 covered intersections, and
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with pseudonym change periods shorter than 300 seconds, adding more covered inter-

sections does not lead to a higher MTT, a horizontal asymptote is reached. However,

even with these strategies an attacker can already achieve an MTT of around 700 sec-

onds, which is almost a third of the longest trip, without linking unobserved intertrip

nor intratrip pseudonym changes at all. Finally, we see that covering 21 intersections

does not give a higher MTT than covering 20 intersections, as the remaining uncovered

intersection will be completely surrounded by covered intersections.

If a user knows that an attacker only has 5 or less covered intersections, then it may

suffice to change pseudonyms only at the beginning of every trip, as changing more

often will not influence the tracking capabilities of the attacker. Furthermore if, for

example, a user wishes not to be tracked for more than 1000 seconds, it is clear that

pseudonyms should be changed every 240 seconds or less. From an attacker’s point of

view, conclusions can be drawn based on the pseudonym change strategy that is used.

For example, if an attacker knows that a vehicle is using a pseudonym change period

of 180 seconds, it knows that deploying more than 12 intersections will be a waste of

resources, as this will not influence the tracking performance.

Linking Intertrip Pseudonym Changes

Next we consider a situation where an attacker can link unobserved intertrip pseudonym

changes. In our experimental scenario this is a realistic assumption, as the vehicle often

parked at the same spot between trips at the campus security office. As an attacker can

now track a vehicle for longer than the duration of a trip, we can now consider the use of

periodic pseudonyms with a longer period than in figure 7.1. The situation for shorter

pseudonym changes periods is then unchanged. For longer periods, we get the MTT as

shown in figure 7.2.

In this figure, we see that the MTT increases, especially when there is a higher proba-

bility that pseudonym changes occur in observed areas due to more intersections being

observed. Similar to the results above, we see the same MTT for 6/21 ≈ 29% or fewer

covered intersections, and thus there is no significant impact of pseudonym change period

on the MTT if only a few intersections are covered. Between 6 and 16 observed inter-

sections we see a gradual increase in MTT, with each additional observed intersection

adding on average 200 seconds to the MTT. When covering more than 16 intersection,

each additional intersection adds on average more than 700 seconds to the MTT. Thus

for an attacker it is advisable to cover at least 15/21 ≈ 76% of all intersections to get

a high MTT. Of course, the desired MTT depends on the attacker. We assume an

attacker that aims to maximize the MTT as much as possible, but different attackers
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Figure 7.2: Maximum tracking time for combined trips

might be satisfied with a lower MTT depending on their goal, and thus can choose to

cover fewer intersection. Regardless of an attacker’s motives, we see that pseudonyms

are effective, as an attacker needs to deploy more sniffing stations to get the same level

of tracking when pseudonyms are changed more frequently. For example, to get the

same MTT, an attacker needs to go from 13 to 19 covered intersections when a vehicle

changes pseudonyms every 2500 seconds or 500 seconds respectively.

It also seems that with a large number of covered intersections, the increase in MTT does

not increase linearly with the pseudonym change period, and observing a large number

of intersections becomes increasingly effective as the vehicle changes pseudonyms more

often. This could be solved by ensuring that a vehicle changes pseudonyms every time

it is in the unobserved areas between covered intersections, so that a new pseudonym is

obtained every mix-zone. However, it is impossible for a vehicle to know exactly where

such pseudonym changes could happen unobserved, especially as the locations of sniffing

stations will not be not known. Moreover, sniffing stations can in practice cover a large

part of the roads connecting to intersections as well, as we saw in figure 6.6. Finally, it

is important to note that these results are only for our specific scenario, and may well

be different for different road networks. In section 7.4 we will look at the effectiveness

of pseudonym changes over a larger geographic area, covering a different road network.
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Best Pseudonym Change Strategy

From these results, it is logical to question whether we can determine what the optimal

pseudonym periodic change strategy would be. It is clear that changing pseudonyms

more often gives a lower MTT, and thus that a per trip pseudonym change strategy

is not advisable. Changing pseudonyms every message would give the most privacy,

but there is a trade-off between the costs of using pseudonyms and how often they

are changed, especially as a vehicle will only have a limited number of pseudonyms to

use at any one time. Thus, if a vehicle’s pseudonyms run out, the same pseudonym

will have to be used until new one can be requested, and using the same pseudonym

for too long will increase the MTT. Thus a middle ground will have to be found that

allows for pseudonym changes frequently enough to give a user sufficient privacy, but

not so frequently that the costs of changing outweigh the benefits. The pseudonym

change period that will eventually be standardised is currently still a matter of discussion

but in the U.S., a pseudonym change period of 300 seconds has been proposed [66].

Given our results, this seems reasonable for this specific scenario. However, the absolute

best pseudonym change strategy cannot be concluded from the above results. Another

complicating factor concerning privacy is how we can quantify what sufficient privacy is.

Different road users will have different privacy requirements, and even for a single user

the requirements may change per trip. Furthermore, these requirements may change

according to which areas it is more desirable for an attacker to track a vehicle. Thus the

user experience and how users perceive their privacy level may have a significant impact

on the pseudonym change strategy that is appropriate at any moment in time.

Re-identifying Vehicles

Looking at the MTT, it seems that an attacker is able to track vehicles for relatively

long periods of time under the right conditions. However, the MTT measures the max-

imum time that an attacker can track an arbitrary pseudonym. When we consider an

attacker that aims to track a specific vehicle, as in our scenario with the security vehi-

cle, the situation becomes slightly different. To track a specific vehicle in the presence

of multiple ITS equipped vehicles, there needs to be some form of initial identification

to match this vehicle to its identifier. This needs to happen even in the absence of

pseudonyms, as the attacker needs to know which static identifier belongs to the target

vehicle. When a vehicle does change pseudonyms, this identification need to happen

more often. Specifically, the vehicle needs to be re-identified for each pseudonym change

which results in unlinkable pseudonyms. In the case of a mid-sized attacker in a ge-

ographically limited tracking domain, this would mean re-identification at least every
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time the vehicle changed pseudonyms outside of this tracking domain, as well as for ev-

ery sufficiently confusing pseudonym change within the tracking domain. Note however

that in practice not all pseudonym changes will be sufficiently confusing. The effective-

ness of a pseudonym change is heavily dependent on various external factors, such as

the number and geographic location of neighbouring vehicles that change pseudonyms

collaboratively. Especially if there is a low vehicle density or the unobserved time frame

is relatively short, pseudonyms may be linked by attacks such as the timing attack we

demonstrated in section 6.2.1. If pseudonyms are not sufficiently confusing and can be

linked, then the vehicle will not need to be re-identified.

The risk of tracking is then relative to the capabilities of an attacker in linking pseudonyms

by (physically) identifying the target vehicle. This identification can occur either man-

ually by the attacker but it is also likely that this too can be automated, for example

by radio fingerprinting, fingerprinting based on the contents of CAMs, or even with

cameras and object recognition techniques from computer vision. These extra methods

of re-identification will increase the resources needed by an attacker to track a vehicle.

However, these techniques fall outside of the scope of this research and in section 8.2 we

discuss some of them as a topic of future work.

In general we can see that the MTT depends heavily on the capabilities of an attacker

in linking different pseudonyms, and that changing pseudonyms more often will reduce

the MTT. However, it is also clear that pseudonyms do not reduce the risk of tracking

completely. Indeed, we saw in figure 7.1 that an attacker covering all intersections was

able to track a vehicle for an entire trip, even without linking unobserved pseudonym

changes. This does not however mean that pseudonyms are not useful, as even though

they do not make tracking infeasible, they do make it harder for an attacker. Especially

when we consider an attacker that aims to track a specific vehicle, the necessity of re-

establishing a vehicle’s identity may increase the required resources so that it is no longer

feasible for an attacker.

Up to now, we have assumed that a vehicle can change pseudonyms with an unknown

number of other vehicles that will confuse an attacker. However, there is no possibil-

ity to define how this happens. Intuitively, a vehicle gains more privacy if it changes

pseudonyms with many other vehicles collaboratively than if this happens with just a

few vehicles. Taking this further, when there are no other vehicles to change pseudonyms

with, as was the case in our experimental scenario, then there is actually no privacy at all

as an attacker can conclude that all observed pseudonyms belong to that vehicle. MTT

as a privacy metric cannot reflect this situation. To account for the level of uncertainty

that arises from a pseudonym change we need to include entropy, as we will see below.
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7.3.2 Including Entropy

Entropy allows us to account for probabilistic effects on privacy, and can be used to

model the uncertainty that an attacker has in tracking a vehicle. In existing literature,

entropy has largely been investigated in the presence of a global attacker, where entropy

is gained through pseudonym changes. The entropy gained is the given by the formula

shown in section 7.2. If we now consider a scenario where there is only one vehicle, then

the entropy becomes:

H(X) = −

N
∑

i=1

pi · logpi

= −

1
∑

i=1

1 · log1

= 0

Thus we see that entropy correctly reflects the fact that no uncertainty (and thus privacy)

is gained when there is only a single pseudonym changing vehicle. This is however still

not entirely valid under our attacker model which assumes the presence of a mid-sized

attacker. Under a global attacker, entropy is gained by changing pseudonyms, where

the entropy describes the attacker’s uncertainty in whether a vehicle is the vehicle that

the attacker wishes to track. Under a mid-sized attacker however, there are additional

sources of uncertainty, which make tracking more difficult. In fact, we can identify the

following sources of uncertainty for an MA:

• Uncertainty about which vehicle is the target vehicle

• Uncertainty about the road section a vehicle is on

• Uncertainty about the exact location of a vehicle on a road section

The first source of entropy can be gained by collaboratively changing pseudonyms with

other vehicles on the same road section, as we described in section 7.2. The second source

of uncertainty is the different routes that a vehicle can take between intersections. This

uncertainty is not present if the attacker observes adjacent intersections, as then there

is only a single possible route. This uncertainty is however present as soon as a vehicle

crosses an unobserved intersection. The final source of uncertainty is the estimation

error that an attacker makes on the travel time of a target between intersections. We

saw in section 6.2.1 that the longer the route between intersections, the more difficult
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it becomes to accurately predict where the target vehicle is. Thus the longer a vehicle

drives without being observed, the greater this uncertainty is.

These three different types of uncertainty can be combined to give an indication of the

level of privacy that a vehicle has in the presence of a mid-sized attacker. However, as

this privacy level also depends on the time since a vehicle is last observed by an attacker,

it cannot be clearly be represented as a snapshot value. For this reason we propose a

privacy function that combines all these sources of uncertainty over time, in the presence

of a mid-sized attacker.

7.3.3 Hybrid Privacy Flux Function

The level of privacy that a vehicle has is not static. When a vehicle drives through an

area with only few observed intersections and a high traffic density, it is already intuitive

that it experiences a higher level of privacy than when the same vehicle travels through

an area with many observed intersections. As a vehicle can transition between these

two situations while it is moving, we can state that privacy is something dynamic that

changes over time. Thus it makes sense not to look at a single value of privacy for a

vehicle, but to define a function that describes how the level of privacy changes over

time. Such functions are typically called location privacy loss functions, and model how

a vehicle loses and gains privacy over time. For example, Freudiger et al. proposed a loss

function that describes the amount of privacy lost in relation to the time, the time since

the last pseudonym change and the duration of the silent period [58]. In this model,

privacy loss is set to zero after a pseudonym change and during the subsequent silent

period. After this, the level of privacy loss increases according to a sensitivity parameter

λ, which models the tracking power of the attacker. Privacy loss can increase to a set

maximum, which is dependent on the number of vehicles involved in the last pseudonym

change.

Whilst this privacy loss function does give a good indication of the level of privacy that

a vehicle has due to pseudonym changes, it does this under the assumption of a global

attacker. This means that outside of silent periods, the level of location privacy is always

decreasing. A mid-sized attacker is however weaker, and thus privacy does not always

decrease. In fact, privacy will only decrease when a vehicle is within an observed area.

Outside of these observed areas the level of privacy will stay the same, or may even

increase due to other sources of uncertainty. Thus the privacy loss function described

above is not directly applicable to our experimental scenario.

To account for these limitations, we propose an adjusted privacy loss function that

takes into consideration the extra variables that a mid-sized attacker introduces. As this
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privacy loss function takes into consideration factors that can both increase and decrease

the level of privacy, and that there can be multiple different sources of uncertainty, we

call it the hybrid privacy flux function. Our hybrid privacy flux function takes into

account the three sources of uncertainty as described in section 7.3.2. Thus a vehicle

can gain privacy through any of these three sources. However, a vehicle can also lose

privacy. In our model, this occurs when a vehicle encounters an observed intersection.

Thus when a vehicle encounters many observed intersections, its overall level of privacy

will be lower than when it encounters many unobserved intersections, which confirms our

intuition. To establish when a vehicle gains or loses privacy, we partition our ground

truth into distinct sets of events, based on the current state of the vehicle. At any

discrete time t, a vehicle is either in an observed area, or an unobserved area, and

within an unobserved area it is either changing pseudonyms, crossing an unobserved

intersection or just driving. Thus we define four sets of events, namely Tupc for all

samples when a vehicle changes pseudonyms unobserved, Tui when a vehicle crosses an

unobserved intersection, Turs when it drives on an unobserved road, and finally Tobs

when the vehicle is observed by a sniffing station. Our hybrid privacy flux function then

becomes:

Ppnm(t) =











max(Ppnm(t− 1)−
Nveh
∑

i=1

pi · logpi, Ppmax) if t ∈ Tupc

0 if t ∈ Tobs

Pint(t) =











max(Pint(t− 1)−
Nroad
∑

j=1

pj · logpj , Prmax) if t ∈ Tui

0 if t ∈ Tobs

Proad(t) =

{

max(Proad(t− 1) + λ(tlast − t), Pdmax) if t ∈ Turs

0 if t ∈ Tobs

P (t) = Ppnm(t) + Pint(t) + Proad(t)

This function gives P (t), a measure of privacy of the pseudonym used by a vehicle at

time t. Privacy is gained according to the sum of the three sources of privacy. The

first way a vehicle can gain privacy is similar to the privacy loss function given by [58]

and is when an unobserved pseudonym change occurs at time t (t ∈ Tupc). This is

given by Ppnm(t), and the new level of pseudonym privacy is then the previous level,

modified by the amount of entropy gained by the pseudonym change. The amount of

entropy gain is dependent on Nveh, the number of vehicles that collaborated with the

pseudonym change, and pi, the probability that each vehicle is the target vehicle. A
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vehicle can also gain privacy by crossing an unobserved intersection at time t (t ∈ Tui).

The level of intersection privacy is given by Pint(t), and is the previous level modified by

the amount of entropy gained by the crossing the intersection. The amount of entropy

gain is dependent on Nroad, the number of roads the vehicle can take at the intersection

and pj , the probability of taking each road. Note that these two events can happen at

the same time, and both sources of entropy will be added to P (t), the total privacy level

at time t. The final way to gain privacy is due to the uncertainty of the exact location of

the vehicle when it drives on an unobserved road section at time t (t ∈ Turs). The level

of privacy gained is dependent on tlast, which is the last time the vehicle was observed.

Thus the longer the vehicle has driven since the last observation, the more privacy is

gained. How fast the level of privacy increases is dependent on the sensitivity parameter

λ, which models how well the attacker can predict the vehicle’s exact position on any

given road section. The total level of privacy P (t) is then the sum of these three privacy

sources when the vehicle is not observed at time t (t /∈ Tobs), and a vehicle loses all

location privacy when it is observed (t ∈ Tobs), as the attacker now knows the location

of the observed pseudonym.

For all the methods to increase privacy, we also see that they are limited by a maximum

value. In the case of pseudonym changes, the maximum level of gained entropy is limited

by the number of vehicles in the tracking domain, as it is not possible for an attacker

to be confused between more vehicles than are present. This maximum can then be

given by Ppmax = log(Ntv), where Ntv is the total number of vehicles that an attacker

can be confused by in the tracking domain. The same is true for the entropy gained

by crossing unobserved intersections. In this case, the attacker cannot confuse the road

an attacker is on between more than the total number of roads in the tracking domain

and is given by Prmax = log(Ntr), where Ntr is the total number roads in the tracking

domain. Finally, the uncertainty that an attacker has in the exact location on a road of

a vehicle cannot exceed the length of the longest road, Pdmax. The range of values for

P (t) is then from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of Ppmax + Prmax + Pdmax. In section

8.2 we suggest how the assumption that privacy reduces to 0 when a vehicle observed

might be relaxed, as well as how the model can be extended to include predictions on

the value of pj .

We can now use this loss function to evaluate the level of privacy that the vehicle

had in our experimental scenario. In the original scenario, the vehicle did not use

pseudonyms. This means that Ppmax = 0 and the vehicle could not gain any privacy

through pseudonym changes alone. However, the vehicle could still gain some privacy

through crossing unobserved intersections. In chapter 6 this was seen in the fact that

the attacker did not have a 100% tracking accuracy, especially if not all intersections

were observed. The maximum level of intersection privacy that an attacker could obtain
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was Prmax = log(Ntr) = log(35), as we considered 35 roads as in figure 6.11. The level

of entropy that a vehicle gained by passing an unobserved intersection depended on the

number of roads leaving an intersection, and the probability that the vehicle took each

road. For example, an intersection where a vehicle almost always takes the same road

will give less entropy than an intersection where the vehicle is equally likely to take each

road. To get this information, we could use traffic services such as Google Maps, and

by looking at traffic over some period of time these probabilities could be constructed.

However, we already had this data available for our vehicle in our ground truth, and so

we used this to establish the probabilities of each road being taken. For each intersection

ingress event, we calculated how often each road at that intersection was taken. This

gave us the probability pj in the loss function, and allowed us to calculate the entropy

gained for each unobserved intersection that the vehicle could pass.

An example of these entropies can be seen in table 7.1 and table 7.2, which show the

entropies gained for each ingress direction at the two intersections where we placed

sniffing stations in our experimental scenario (intersections 12 and 15 in figure 6.13).

The tables show the entropy gained for each ingress direction and each corresponding

egress direction, identified by the intersection number that the vehicle came from or

went to respectively. For each ingress direction, the number of times that a certain

egress direction was taken is shown, as well as what percentage this was of all egress

events. In the last column we show the entropy gained for each ingress direction. We

can see in the first row of table 7.2 that when there is an approximately equal egress

direction likelihood, the entropy is high. On the other hand, we see in the last row of this

table that if one egress direction is much more likely than the others, that the entropy

is low. Finally we see that having more possible egress directions such as in table 7.1

leads to a higher overall entropy than when there are fewer possibilities as in table 7.2.

This is due to the fact that when there are more possibilities of egress direction, the

confusion for the attacker about which road the vehicle is on is greater as well.

Note that calculating privacy level assumes that it is known which intersections are

observed and which are not. In a real-world scenario this is however known only to

the attacker, which would mean that it is not possible for a driver to estimate the

current level of intersection privacy. One way to solve this would be to use the expected

level of resources of an attacker. For example, if it is expected that an attacker has

sufficient resources to cover only 8 out of 21 intersections, then the user can assume that

each intersection is observed with a probability of 8

21
. Thus by calculating the entropy

that can be gained by the intersection and multiplying by this fraction, a user-centric

indication of the privacy level can be obtained.
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ingress egress count percentage entropy

3
4 2 11.11%

1.3514 10 55.56%
11 6 33.33%

4
3 7 31.82%

1.5311 5 22.73%
14 10 45.45%

11
3 4 26.67%

1.534 4 26.67%
14 7 46.67%

14
3 13 61.90%

1.274 2 9.52%
44 6 28.57%

Table 7.1: Entropy gained per direction for intersection 15

ingress egress count percentage entropy

4
14 5 45.45%

0.99
17 6 54.56%

14
4 18 62.07%

0.96
17 11 37.93%

17
4 19 82.61%

0.67
14 4 17.39%

Table 7.2: Entropy gained per direction for intersection 12

The vehicle could also gain some privacy by the attacker not knowing exactly where

on the road a vehicle was. However, if we consider an attacker that is only interested

in road-level tracking, then this does not give any privacy at all. An attacker that is

only interested in which road a vehicle is on will not be interested where on that road

the vehicles is. As we assume such an attacker this source of uncertainty is negligible,

and we do not take it into account. With these assumptions, we can show how the

privacy level of a vehicle changes over time. Figure 7.3 shows the privacy level of the

vehicle in our experimental scenario over a period of 15 minutes. In this graph, the

vehicle uses a pseudonym change period of 300 seconds and the attacker covers 8 of

the 21 intersections. We can see that at t0 the privacy level is 0. A short time after

this, the vehicles starts to gain privacy, through a combination of pseudonym changes

and crossing unobserved intersections. At t1, the maximum privacy level from crossing

intersections (Pint) has reached its maximum (Prmax), and the vehicle can only gain

privacy by changing pseudonyms. This happens twice between t1 and t2, and at t2 the

vehicle attains the maximum level of privacy achievable in this scenario ( Ppmax+Prmax).

Finally, at t3 the vehicle comes within range of a sniffing station, and the privacy level

is reduced back to 0.

To compare different pseudonym change strategies, we need to determine the overall
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Figure 7.3: Privacy level change over a period of 15 minutes

privacy level that a certain change strategy results in. To do this, we calculated the

mean privacy level over all location samples. The normalized privacy level of the vehicle

in our experimental scenario can be seen in figure 7.4. This figure shows the privacy

level of our vehicle for different numbers of observed intersections.

Figure 7.4: Privacy level for different pseudonym change strategies

We first look at a situation where no pseudonyms are used, which can be seen in the

curve labelled ’none’. As we can see, even without pseudonyms, there is some level of

privacy due to unobserved intersections, and the larger the number of observed inter-

sections, the lower the privacy level. If the attacker covers no intersections the vehicle
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has approximately 40% of the maximum privacy level, but if the attacker covers all

intersections the privacy level is 0.

We now consider what happens when we add pseudonyms. As in section 7.3.1, we take

into account two different pseudonym change strategies, namely per trip and periodic.

With pseudonyms, a vehicle can gain entropy as the attacker may confuse the target

vehicles with all the vehicles that change pseudonyms on the same road at the same

time. As we did in section 7.3.1, we assume perfect pseudonym changes to give a best

case on the amount of privacy that pseudonyms provide. The factor that influences

this privacy level is the number of vehicles that change pseudonyms at the same time,

and so for each change pi = 1

Nveh
. Furthermore, we know that the total amount of

privacy gained by pseudonyms is limited by the total number of vehicles present in the

tracking domain. To analyse pseudonyms in our experimental scenario, we need to make

assumptions about these variables. We base these assumptions on what we consider to

be realistic for our university campus scenario. Firstly, we assume that every time a

pseudonym is changed, there are 3 other vehicles that change pseudonyms at the same

time. Furthermore, we assume that there are 100 vehicles in the tracking domain, giving

Ppmax = log(Ntv) = log(100). With these assumptions, the effect of pseudonyms on the

mean level of privacy in our experimental scenario can also be seen in figure 7.4.

Again we can see that the level of privacy decreases as the number of observed inter-

sections increases, and that changing pseudonyms more often gives a higher level of

privacy. Furthermore, changing pseudonyms more often seem to be most effective when

there are only a few observed intersection. When the number of observed intersections

increases, the pseudonym change strategy that is used seems to have less influence on

the privacy level. In fact, for a pseudonym change period of 2500 seconds, the privacy

level is just marginally better than not using pseudonyms at all. This is due to the

fact that with many observed intersections, the chance is high that a vehicle will come

across such an intersection quickly, and all gained privacy will be lost. Thus with more

observed intersections, the larger the influence of intersections on the privacy level, and

with fewer observed intersections the more pseudonym changes affect the privacy level.

For short pseudonym periods we do get a higher privacy level, even with many observed

intersections.

We can use this graph to get an indication of what the effects of pseudonyms are on

the resource level of the attacker. For example, to get the same privacy level, the

attacker needs to cover only 1 intersection in the case of no pseudonyms, but needs to

cover 10 intersections with a pseudonym change period of 5 seconds. Thus introducing

pseudonyms increases the resources that an attacker needs to commit to be able track

a vehicle to the same extent. The mean level of privacy does however not tell the entire
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story. Intersections cover a geographic area in the tracking domain, and thus there will

be some areas where there is a higher level of privacy and some areas where there will

be a lower level of privacy. Intuitively, areas where there is a higher density of observed

intersection will result in a lower privacy level, but also the probability of which roads are

taken will affect this level. To get a visual indication of the privacy level of a vehicle, we

mapmatched all location samples in our ground truth the roads as shown in figure 6.11.

We then split all the roads into 5 meter segments, and calculated the mean privacy level

per segment. Each segment was then assigned a colour depending on the mean privacy

of this segment. This resulted in a heatmap that could be calculated for any combination

of observed intersections. The privacy heatmap of our experimental scenario with two

observed intersections, and a pseudonym change period of 300 seconds, can be seen in

figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5: Privacy heatmap for an attacker covering two intersections

We can see that the vehicle has a high level of privacy for most of the university campus.
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In the observed intersections themselves there is a low privacy level, as this is where the

vehicle is actually eavesdropped on. Furthermore, we see that on the roads between the

two intersections the privacy level is low to medium. In section 6.3.2 we established that

with more observed intersection it was easier for an attacker to track the vehicle. This

can be shown with our privacy flux function as well. If we assume a pseudonym change

period of 300 seconds and that the attacker covers the same 8 intersections as shown in

figure 6.13, we get the heatmap as shown in figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: Privacy heatmap for an attacker covering eight intersections

In this figure, we can see that there is an overall low level of privacy. Only around unob-

served intersection is the privacy level somewhat higher, with privacy being the highest

around the cluster of unobserved intersections in the north. By using a heatmap to visu-

alize our hybrid privacy flux function, it is possible to get an intuitive understanding of

how the placement and quantity of sniffing stations affects the privacy level of a vehicle.
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7.4 Expanding the Scale

Up to now, we have only considered the effects of pseudonyms in our limited university

campus scenario. This scenario had a number of limitations in that it covered a small

area and the trips taken by the vehicle in our experiment were relatively short. Further-

more, our results so far are only relevant for the specific road network of our experiment.

In order to determine if our results are also applicable for different scenarios, it would

be useful to analyse the same privacy metrics on a larger geographic scale. However, the

vehicle in our scenario was mostly limited to the campus, and so our collected data were

not useful for this. Fortunately, the United Stated the Federal Highway Administration

shares data of past ITS research projects through its Research Data Exchange. One of

the available datasets is one month of Basic Safety Messages (BSMs), the United States

equivalent of CAMs, for transit buses in the city of Orlando, Florida [67]. Whilst buses

may not be a likely target for attackers, we assume that they take similar routes to com-

muters driving between home and work, and thus are still useful to evaluate tracking and

privacy. As the messages in the dataset contain for a large part the same information

as CAMs, and the buses cover a significantly larger geographic area than our security

vehicle, the dataset is well suited to analyse the same privacy metrics and pseudonym

change strategies as above on a larger scale.

7.4.1 Identifying Intersections

The dataset for Orlando buses that we used consisted of all BSMs transmitted over a

period of just less than a month. These BSMs contained, among other data, the GPS

location of the transmitting vehicle, its bearing and the time elapsed since the start of

a trip. Furthermore, the BSMs were transmitted with a frequency of 10Hz. The BSMs

were thus very similar to the (S)CAMs that we used in our experimental scenario. Due

to this similarity, we processed the data in the same manner as described in section 6.1.

This left us with approximately 4.2 full days of driving data.

Despite the above similarities, there was one limitation to the data. In our scenario,

we had sniffing stations at intersections receiving the messages sent from the vehicle.

With the Orlando dataset, there were only messages transmitted from the vehicle itself

and no data on when and where these messages were received. Thus, as with our

expanded analyses for our experiment, we had to assume that an attacker could cover

arbitrary intersections. This, however, meant identifying all intersections in the tracking

domain. For our small tracking domain of the university campus, this was trivial to do

manually, but for the entire city of Orlando this was not feasible. We therefore used
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OpenStreetMap (OSM) data to attempt to automatically identify intersections in the

tracking domain.

Firstly, an OSM datafile for the entire city of Orlando was downloaded, and subsequently

filtered to contain only the roads. Each road in this remaining dataset consisted of a

large number of nodes that described the different sections of the road. This also meant

that any nodes that were part two or more roads represented roads crossing at that

node, and thus represented an intersection. However, due to how roads are represented,

the identified intersections required some processing. Firstly, multiple intersections were

often identified close to each other. This occurred, for example, when a two-lane road

crossed another two-lane road. Whilst in reality this was only a single intersection,

our method identified 4 intersections at these points, one for each pair of crossing road

sections. To solve this, all close intersections were grouped together to represent a single

intersection. The algorithm identified 1023 intersections in the entire OSM dataset, and

after grouping close intersections, 623 remained. Unfortunately, the automatic detection

did not work perfectly, and sometime spurious intersections were identified, or existing

intersections were not detected. This problem was mainly due to the quality of the

OSM dataset. Furthermore, intersections were identified when a small road section left

a road, for example at bus stops. These issues were fixed these manually as best we could.

Despite the need for these manual adjustments, the process of identifying intersections

with OSM data was considerably faster than manually identifying all intersections in

the entire tracking domain.

As a last step, we removed all intersections that the vehicles did not pass through, as

these would have no effect on privacy. We were left with 327 intersections that the

vehicle passed through in the tracking domain. An overview of this tracking domain,

along with all the intersections that we considered, can be seen in figure 7.7. The red

lines depict everywhere the vehicles transmitted beacons, and the green dots represent

the identified intersections. We can see that the vehicles covered a long and narrow area

within the city. The total area of the tracking domain was approximately 48 km2, giving

an intersection density of 6.8 intersections per km2. In comparison, our campus scenario

had 21 intersections in an area of approximately 1.75 km2, giving 12 intersections per

km2. Thus on average, the intersection density in Orlando was approximately half of

what it was in our experimental scenario.

To see which roads within this tracking domain were used the most, a heatmap of the

vehicle locations in the tracking domain can be seen in figure 7.8. Here we can see that

the southern section of the tracking domain was used much more than the northern

part. Furthermore, we can see some clear bus routes which were used most. Whilst the

northern section was not have been used much, it is a residential zone and may still
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Figure 7.7: Map of the Orlando tracking domain and its intersections

be interesting to an attacker, depending on its goals. For example, an attacker trying

to infer where someone lives could choose to deploy more sniffing stations in this area,

despite it not being used as much by the vehicles.
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Figure 7.8: Heatmap of vehicle locations in Orlando

7.4.2 Pseudonym Effectiveness

We can now use this data to analyse pseudonym effectiveness on a larger scale than in

our experimental scenario. Similar to section 7.3 we investigated different pseudonym

change strategies, using both the MTT and the output of our privacy flux function to
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quantify the level of privacy. For our experimental scenario, we measured these for all

different combinations of each number of intersections. This was possible as the number

of intersections was small, and thus there were not that many combinations to consider.

However, for the Orlando tracking domain, we had 327 intersections, and this was no

longer feasible. For example, if an attacker covers 10 of these intersections, there are
(

327

10

)

= 3.35× 1018 different combinations to consider. As this is computationally infea-

sible in a reasonable amount of time, we randomly sampled 100 different combinations

for each number of covered intersections, and took the mean result from these selected

combinations.

Similar to figure 7.1, we calculated the MTT for different pseudonym change strategies,

considering an attacker that could not link intertrip pseudonym changes. The results

of this can be seen in figure 7.9. As we can see, these results are similar to what we

saw in the experimental scenario. When an attacker covers fewer than 90, or approxi-

mately 28%, of all intersections, there is not much difference between pseudonym change

strategies. It is only when an attacker covers more than a third of all intersections that

we start to see a difference. One difference that we do see between the experimental

scenario and the Orlando scenario is that the latter has a higher absolute MTT. This is

because the trip durations of the vehicles in the Orlando scenario were longer than in

our experimental scenario, with a maximum trip length of 7618 seconds and an average

trip length of 3697 seconds.

Figure 7.9: Maximum tracking time for (unlinked) trips in Orlando scenario
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Similar to figure 7.2, we also calculated the MTT for different pseudonym change strate-

gies considering an attacker that could link intertrip pseudonym changes. Again we

considered the situation where an attacker could link intertrip changes, the results of

which can be seen in figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10: Maximum tracking time for combined trips in Orlando scenario

We can see that the overall trend is very similar to what we saw in figure 7.2. For

an attacker that covers fewer than 90/327 ≈ 28% of all intersections, there is not a

big difference between the different pseudonym change strategies. Between 90 and 270

covered intersections there seems to be a gradual increase in MTT, and covering more

than 260/327 ≈ 80% of all intersections gives a more significant effect. For our experi-

mental scenario, we found that these values were approximately 29% and 76%, and so

these changes occur at around the same point. The only real difference between the two

scenarios seems to be the absolute MTT. For example, in our experimental scenario, the

MTT for a vehicle changing pseudonyms every 3000 seconds was approximately 12500

seconds, whereas for the Orlando scenario this value doubled to approximately 26000

seconds. In fact, the MTT seems to be approximately double for all the pseudonym

change periods that we considered. One possible reason for this is that the intersec-

tion density in our experimental scenario is double that of the Orlando scenario. As

the distance between observed and unobserved intersections increases, the time until an

attacker can be confused on a road-level increases as well. Our results seem to suggest

that this is a linear relationship. However, more scenarios would need to be examined

before this could be concluded. Note that as we take 100 random combinations for each

number of intersections, we cannot draw fine-grained conclusions on the exact effects of
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the different pseudonym change strategies. Despite this, the overall trend of a higher

number of observed intersections leading to a larger effect on the MTT, is valid.

There is however one problem with these results, especially at lower numbers of covered

intersections. Due to randomly sampling 100 different combinations for each number

of intersections, there is a high probability that the optimal combination that gives the

highest MTT is not among them. For example, if we assume an attacker that can cover

only 10 out of the 327 intersections, the 100 random combinations will likely consist

of intersections that are relatively far apart. These isolated intersections will however

not lead to the true MTT. By covering intersections that are far apart, there is a high

probability that the attacker will be confused by pseudonym changes or unobserved

intersection between the observed intersections. The MTT will be higher if all these

intersections are adjacent, as then there is a smaller chance that the attacker will be

confused in the time that the vehicle travels between observed intersections. The true

MTT is only achievable with the optimal combination. Unfortunately it is not feasible

for us, or for the attacker, to compute this optimal combination for our data, as this

would require exhaustively testing every single possible combination.

We can however give a small practical example, to get an idea of the true MTT. We

consider an attacker that has the resources to cover 10 intersections. In practice, an

attacker is not likely to pick a random selection of intersections to cover, and will proba-

bly choose 10 adjacent intersection in an area where it can gain useful information. For

our example, we consider that the attacker wishes to cover the highway in the west of

the Orlando tracking domain seen in figure 7.7. A highway may be an attractive target

for an attacker, as where a vehicle enters and exits a highway gives a good indication

about which part of the city a vehicle comes from and goes to. Covering 10 adjacent

intersection on this highway and assuming a pseudonym change period of 300 seconds,

we get an MTT of 637 seconds. In figure 7.9 this value was 279 seconds, and so we can

see that in this case the true MTT is about twice as high as the average MTT from

random combinations.

Apart from the MTT, we can also look at the average privacy level based on our hybrid

privacy flux function. In our experimental scenario we assumed that every time the

vehicle changed pseudonyms, there were 3 other neighbouring vehicles that could change

at the same time. This seemed realistic for the university campus, as there is usually a

low traffic density. For the Orlando scenario on the other hand, the vehicles drove on

well used public roads, and so it is likely that there was a higher traffic density. For

this reason, we assumed that with every pseudonym change, there were 25 vehicles that

changed at the same time. As with the MTT results above, we used a random sampling

of 100 different combinations per number of observed intersections, to decrease the
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computation time. The normalized privacy level under this assumption can be seen in

figure 7.11.

Figure 7.11: Privacy level for Orlando scenario

In this case, we see almost exactly the same results as with our experimental scenario

in figure 7.4. We see that changing pseudonyms more often, consistently gives a greater

level of privacy. We also see that when the majority of the intersections are covered,

the exact pseudonym change period does not have a large effect on the privacy level.

Note that as there is a larger number of roads and vehicles in the tracking domain,

the maximum absolute privacy level in this scenario is higher than in our experimental

scenario. However, as we look at the normalized pseudonym change, we do not see the

effects of this, and can compare the two results directly. On average, the privacy level

of changing pseudonym every 100 seconds is 50.9% of the privacy level when changing

every 100 seconds. The difference going from 100 seconds to 300 seconds is 34.5%,

and for consecutively longer periods this difference continues becoming smaller until it

is almost 0 when comparing the per trip pseudonym change period with not changing

pseudonyms at all. However, whilst the overall trends are correct, we again need to be

careful drawing conclusion on the exact data points as this is the average of a random

sampling of 100 combinations of intersections.

In conclusion, we see that we get very similar results in the Orlando scenario as we

got with our experimental scenario, despite covering a much larger geographic area and

a completely different road network. These similar patterns suggest that the results

of our experimental scenario are useful for other scenarios as well. Especially for the

MTT, there seems to be a direct relation between the intersection density and the MTT.

However, this would need to be investigated further before any conclusions can be drawn.
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7.5 Cost Analysis

In section 6.3.5, we described what the financial costs are for an attacker in terms of

the number of observed intersections, and thus the number of sniffing stations that are

deployed. We now consider how pseudonyms affect the costs for an attacker. Again, we

assume a sniffing stations cost of e500, with the caveat that this is likely to drop sig-

nificantly in the near future. The main effect that pseudonyms have on the financial re-

sources required by an attacker, is that they increase the number of sniffing stations that

an attacker needs to deploy to get the same tracking capabilities as without pseudonyms.

The extent of the impact is dependent on the objectives of the attacker. For example, if

an attacker wishes to achieve an MTT of 1000 seconds as shown in figure 7.1, it would

need to deploy 12×500 = e6000 worth of sniffing stations, assuming the vehicle changed

pseudonyms once per trip. However, if the vehicle starts to change pseudonyms every

300 seconds, the same attacker would require 19 covered intersections with a total cost

of e9500. Thus an attacker would need to spend 58% more to get the same level of

tracking. The same situation is evident when we look at the normalized privacy level

in figure 7.4. In this case, using no pseudonyms and covering 8 intersections leads to

a normalized privacy level of 0.16. To get the same privacy level with a vehicle that

uses pseudonyms and changes every 300 seconds, the attacker would need to cover 12

intersections. Again this increases the cost from e4000 to e6000, an increase of 50%.

The situation is also the same for the Orlando scenario and an attacker that can link

intertrip changes, as seen in figure 7.10. In this case, an attacker that wants to achieve

a MTT of at least 5000 seconds, would need to cover around 220 intersection in the

entire tracking domain if the vehicle changed pseudonyms every 2500 seconds. For the

attacker this would entail a financial cost of 220 × 220 = e110,000. If the vehicle then

changed pseudonyms every 1000 seconds, the attacker would need to cover almost 320

different intersections which would cost e155,000, an increase of 45%. However, for the

Orlando scenario, we must take care to conclude on the costs for an attacker, as the

results do not contain optimal combinations of observed intersections. If an attacker

carefully selects a set of intersections, the true MTT will be higher, and the costs to

track to the same level will be lower. Furthermore we must also remain aware of the

likelihood that the hardware costs will be much lower in the near future. If we assume

a cheap sniffing station such as a Raspberry Pi with a cost of e50, the entire tracking

domain in Orlando could be covered for a total of 50× 327 =e16,350.

The above are extreme examples from our results, and often the increases in costs are

less than this. However, the use of pseudonyms consistently make it more difficult for

an attacker to track a vehicle to the same level as when no pseudonyms are used, and

so it is always advisable to use some form of pseudonyms. Apart from only increasing
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the number of sniffing stations required to track a vehicle to the same level, using

pseudonyms may also force an attacker to change its tracking methods. For example,

take a vehicle that changes pseudonyms every 300 seconds and an attacker requires a

MTT of 6000 seconds as shown in figure 7.2. In this case, we see that this required MTT

can never be reached, even if an attacker covers all intersections. The attacker would then

need to deploy sniffing stations at additional points, for example at road sections instead

of intersections. Alternatively, an attacker could be forced to use different tracking

methods altogether. Both of these changes would require additional resources from an

attacker.

7.6 Pseudonym Considerations

Using two different privacy metrics and different pseudonym change strategies, we found

that there are two main factors that influence the level of privacy of a vehicle. The first

is the number of intersections that the attacker observes, with a greater number of

observed intersection leading to an overall lower level of privacy. The second is the

pseudonym change strategy, where changing pseudonyms more often, and with more

vehicles collaboratively, gives a greater level of privacy. There are however a number of

problems that come with the introduction of pseudonyms.

One problem is that pseudonyms are only effective if a vehicle changes collaboratively

with other neighbouring vehicles. However, it is impossible to guarantee that there will

actually be neighbouring vehicles to collaborate with. This is especially true in areas

with low traffic density. For example, on the university campus or in suburban areas, it is

relatively unlikely that a vehicle has sufficient neighbours that are travelling in the same

direction and geographically close enough that changing pseudonyms will sufficiently

confuse an attacker. This situation is even worse in the initial roll-out phase for ITSs

when the penetration rate is still low, as even in areas with a high traffic density there

may only be a few ITS equipped vehicles to change pseudonyms with.

Furthermore, including pseudonyms in a system is not as trivial as merely changing

an identifier. All linkable information needs to be changed, including public keys and

certificates to ensure authentication and accountability. This means that pseudonym dis-

tribution needs a cryptographically secure infrastructure which may entail considerable

overhead and limit how many pseudonyms can be distributed. It is also actually desir-

able to limit access to pseudonyms, to prevent vehicles from using multiple pseudonyms

at the same time. We saw that changing pseudonyms more often will increase privacy,

but in practice it will probably not be possible to change pseudonyms too often. Finally
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there are also side-effect of pseudonyms that need to be taken into account, such as the

negative effects on routing performance [33].

It is clear that pseudonyms cannot completely mitigate tracking in the presence of an

MA. Despite this, we still consider pseudonyms to be a valid mitigation technique. Es-

pecially in high traffic density areas, there will be sufficient opportunities for a vehicle

to collaboratively change pseudonyms to confuse attackers and make it harder to exe-

cute timing attacks. Furthermore, pseudonyms increase the resources that an attacker

requires to track a vehicle. Not only does an attacker require more sniffing station to

track a vehicle than if there are no pseudonym changes, successful changes also require

re-identification of a target vehicle to track it over a longer period of time. Thus we

conclude that it is not the goal of pseudonyms to mitigate tracking completely, but in

fact to make it sufficiently difficult and resource intensive for an attacker to track a

vehicle that the costs start to outweigh the incentives.



Chapter 8

Discussion & Conclusion

8.1 Discussion & Conclusion

In this thesis we investigated sousveillance on intelligent transportation systems, exam-

ining how feasible it is to track vehicles using public information as well as ITS hardware

that anyone can easily acquire. More specifically, we investigated how easily a vehicle

could be tracked in the presence of a mid-sized attacker, an attacker that has only partial

coverage of a road network, but is capable of choosing which parts of the networks it

covers. We investigated this by deploying actual ITS hardware as sniffing stations and in

a vehicle, so that we could perform an empirical, real-world experiment. In this chapter

we give an overview of our initial research questions and how we answered them. We

then discuss our work and describe what important areas of research remain before the

questions can fully be answered. We then conclude this thesis with our final words of

advice and concern.

8.1.1 Research Questions & Overview

In chapter 3 we defined five research questions that we aimed to answer. Below we will

shortly discuss the answers to these questions and how we obtained them.

Our first research question was how the vertical positioning of a sniffing station affected

its coverage. To answer this, we set up an 802.11p transmitter at ground level, and

measured the packet error rate at a receiver at different heights. We investigated high-

gain and low-gain antennas and found that the type of antenna and its corresponding

elevation radiation pattern had a significant effect on packet reception at different ele-

vations. We also found that antenna elevation can have a significant impact on sniffing

station coverage when placed higher than a few meters from the ground, but that using

113
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the correct type of antenna was most important to ensure good coverage. Contrary to

our expectations, placing an antenna at a higher elevation was not always better for

coverage. Based on this, we concluded that antenna type and placement needs to be

evaluated on a case by case basis, as these factors are determined by the environment

where a sniffing station is to be placed.

Having looked at antenna placement at a given location, our next research question

was how an attacker can determine where sniffing stations should be placed in the

road network. We identified road intersections as good locations as they often give

a good view of the road network and give good vehicle coverage. More importantly,

intersections largely define what road any given vehicle will be driving on until the

next intersection. The next problem was then to identify how an attacker with limited

resources could decide which intersections to cover. To answer this, we represented the

road network as a graph, with intersections as vertices and the roads between them as

edges. We identified three criteria to determine which intersections were best to cover.

Firstly, vertices with a large degree represented intersections where information could

be collected on the most roads and, similar to this, the busiest intersections would give

the most vehicles in range. Finally, we identified articulation points, vertices that when

removed partition the graph, as good candidate locations.

The next research question was to determine if a mid-sized attacker that eavesdropped

on intersections was capable of tracking a vehicle in a real-world scenario. To answer

this, we set up an empirical experiment on the campus of the University of Twente.

We first identified which intersections to cover based on the criteria above. Based on

the graph of our tracking domain, we identified two intersections that we needed to

cover, and deployed sniffing stations at these locations on the university campus. Next

we installed a transmitting station in the vehicle of the campus security department.

Based on data collected over a period of 16 days, we investigated how this data could

be used to track the vehicle. We first described how the data could be cleaned up

prior to analysis, and investigated the use of linear interpolation and dead reckoning as

methods to predict vehicle positions and close small gaps in trip data. We then proposed

a combination of the two called LIDR weighted averaging. This method was evaluated

and subsequently used to process the data. Using this process data, we examined two

different tracking methods, namely a most likely route based approach for road-level

tracking and a most likely zone based approach for zone-level tracking. We concluded

that tracking the vehicle was only marginally possible with only two sniffing stations,

and that the situation was made more difficult due to a low quality GPS receiver and

the non-standard mobility pattern of the vehicle.
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We then continued our analyses with the ground truth data from our vehicle, to answer

the research question of what the relation is between the resources available to an at-

tacker and its tracking capabilities. We answered this by identifying an additional 19

intersections that could be observed, and then assumed that the attacker had resources

to deploy more than two sniffing stations. From this, we investigated what the effect of

such an attacker was on road-level and zone-level tracking. We found that increasing

the number of sniffing stations made tracking much more feasible, and the only 8 out

of 21 intersections were needed to give a road-level tracking rate of over 90%. Addi-

tionally, we found that only 5 intersections needed to be observed to correctly predict

the zone the vehicle was in for over 95% of the time. From these results we concluded

that it is definitely feasible for an MA to track a vehicle if it has the resources to cover

sufficient intersections. To give a better indication of the financial resources required for

an attacker, we also gave a cost analysis. We found that with a current market price

of e500 for a sniffing stations, covering the university campus is well within the reach

of a dedicated attacker. Finally, we concluded that hardware prices are likely to drop

significantly in the near future, and that this development makes tracking an attractive

target for attackers when ITSs are deployed.

Our final research question was to determine how effective pseudonyms are as a strategy

to mitigate tracking and how this could be measured. We established what the differ-

ent pseudonym change strategies are and which privacy metrics exist to evaluate these

pseudonym change strategies, as well as to evaluate the use of pseudonyms as a whole.

We then used the maximum tracking time as a metric to evaluate the effectiveness of two

different pseudonym change strategies. After that we looked at using a privacy loss func-

tion as a privacy metric, but found that existing loss functions have only been proposed

in the presence of a global attacker and not for mid-sized attackers. To solve this, we

proposed a privacy function that takes into account different sources of uncertainty that

cause a vehicle to gain or lose privacy in the presence of a mid-sized attacker. This hybrid

privacy flux function was then used to evaluate different pseudonym change strategies,

and we found that pseudonyms are most useful when changed relatively often. We also

used the flux function to give a visual representation of privacy in our tracking domain,

allowing a quick, intuitive grasp of the privacy level that a vehicle has at any location

in the tracking domain. We then used beaconing data from transit buses in Orlando

to evaluate the same pseudonym change strategies and metrics in a larger geographic

domain, and gave a cost analysis to determine what the effects are of pseudonym on the

financial resources of an attacker. We concluded that pseudonyms cannot completely

mitigate tracking, but that they are useful as they can increase the resources that an

attacker needs to track a vehicle to the same extent as when no pseudonyms are used.
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8.1.2 Discussion

In this thesis we investigated tracking feasibility and mitigation in the presence of a

mid-sized attacker with the data from our real-world experiment. There were however

a number of limitations to our experiment that could have been improved. Firstly, the

GPS receiver that we used in the vehicle did not work as expected during the experiment.

There were considerable periods of time where the GPS receiver did not have a reliable

location fix or even no fix at all. This meant that we had to discard a large number

of messages as they were not useful to us without location data. Even though this

could have been easily solved by using a high quality GPS receiver, we only noticed

the problems after the experiment had already completed and it was too late to change

receivers. A better GPS receiver could also have given more accurate data, as some

modern receivers have a polling rate of 10Hz, instead of the 1Hz of our receiver.

Another problem that we had was the non-standard mobility pattern of the vehicle used

in the experiment. As the vehicle belonged to the campus security department, it was

able to drive in areas that we had not considered at the start of the experiment. This

had a negative effect on the graph based approach that we used to determine sniffing

station placement. Additionally, the vehicle did not have the speed profile of a normal

passenger vehicle, and due to patrols it often slowed down at unexpected places. Whilst

this mobility pattern did give realistic results for the specific use case of tracking a

security vehicle, it is not directly comparable to that of a standard passenger vehicle.

As a passenger vehicle tends to follow relatively predictable routes at predictable speeds,

it may well be that tracking these kinds of vehicles is easier than what was possible with

our data.

Our experimental results were also affected by the limited number of sniffing and trans-

mitting stations that we were able to deploy. In terms of sniffing stations, we found that

two were not sufficient to track a vehicle. We analysed the tracking on a larger scale

by assuming that an attacker could in theory receive packets within a 35 meter radius

of an intersection. In reality, the exact coverage depends heavily on the environment.

Thus more accurate results could have been achieved if we had been able to deploy ad-

ditional sniffing stations. In terms of transmitting stations, we only had a single vehicle

that transmitted SCAMs in our experiment. This limitation was most evident when

analysing pseudonym effectiveness. As pseudonym changes are only effective when done

collaboratively with other vehicles, we had to make assumptions about the presence of

these vehicles. Whilst assuming perfect pseudonym changes did allow us to get an up-

per bound of the effectiveness of pseudonym changes, more accurate and realistic results

could have been achieved if we had been able to deploy more ITS equipped vehicles in

our experiment. Having said this, increasing the scale in such a manner means a larger
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time investment as well. As such it would not have been possible in the limited scope of

a master thesis, and so we suggest an expanded scale experiment as future work in the

next section.

Looking at measuring privacy, we used the MTT as a privacy metric to evaluate the

effectiveness of pseudonyms in different scenarios. However, we must be careful when

using these metrics that we understand what they show, as they may not fully capture

the true level of privacy of a vehicle. For example, consider a vehicle that takes a

trip lasting 1000 seconds, and that it can be tracked for the whole trip except for the

500th second. The MTT in this case will be 500 seconds, even though there is only a

single second when the vehicle cannot be tracked (our privacy flux function would fare

better in this case, as the average level of privacy would be very low). Whilst this is

an extreme example, it does indicate that care must be taken when interpreting the

results of privacy metrics, and that we must understand their underlying characteristics

and idiosyncrasies. In the next section we stress the need for further research into good

privacy metrics.

Despite the above, we have shown that a mid-sized attacker with sufficient resources is

capable road-level tracking in our tracking domain. Furthermore, we have shown that

whilst pseudonyms cannot eradicate location privacy problems in intelligent transporta-

tion systems, they can still be a useful mitigation strategy. Even though pseudonyms

may not be effective in certain situations such as low traffic density, they still impose

an extra barrier to increase the technological and financial resources that an attacker

requires to track a vehicle. This extra barrier is important, as the financial resources

that an attacker requires to track a vehicle, in combination with the dropping hardware

costs, make the presence of attackers increasingly likely as ITSs are deployed. This

means that mid-sized attackers are a realistic threat to ITSs in the near future. As road

users we need to be especially aware of this threat. In the not too distant future, we will

likely not have a choice whether or not our vehicles will be ITS equipped, and whether

or not our vehicles continually broadcast our location. As these future systems are being

developed now, now is also the time to ensure that location privacy is implemented by

design instead of as an afterthought.

8.2 Future Work

We have shown that tracking in the presence of an MA is feasible and how pseudonyms

can be used to make it more difficult for an MA to track a vehicle for long periods of

time. However, we also identified a number of improvements to the experiment that

would have allowed for more results or more accurate results. Furthermore, there are a
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number of ideas that fell outside of the scope of our research. In this section we give an

overview of how we believe our research efforts can be extended as well as give salient

new topics that will give a better indication of how feasible tracking really is, especially

in the presence of an MA.

8.2.1 Experimentation

In our experimental scenario we only had a single vehicle to investigate tracking feasi-

bility and the effect of pseudonyms. Even though this was sufficient to show pseudonym

effectiveness, it did require us to make certain assumptions about the presence of neigh-

bouring vehicles to collaboratively change pseudonyms with. More accurate results could

be obtained if the experiment was repeated on a larger scale. By running the experiment

with a larger number of ITS equipped vehicles, a real-world analysis of pseudonym effec-

tiveness could be performed. Such an experiment would need to include sufficient ITS

equipped vehicles to accurately analyse how effective collaborative pseudonym changes

truly are in low and high density scenarios. Likewise, the number of sniffing stations

could also be increased to get a more accurate view of an attacker with the resources to

cover multiple intersections.

8.2.2 Tools

In section 6.3.4 we described a simulation tool that can be used by an attacker to de-

termine beforehand what the expected coverage of an intersection will be. An attacker

can use this to predict the coverage of a sniffing station at an intersection before it is

actually deployed. We believe that automated tools such as these will significantly im-

prove the effectiveness of an attacker in tracking vehicles, especially in the initial stages

where they can facilitate an attacker in setting up a sniffing network. An example of

tools that would have assisted an attacker in our scenario are automated methods to

transform a road network into a graph that an attacker can use to plan sniffing station

placement. With this, graph theoretic analysis to find articulated points and bicon-

nected components could help an attacker to identify which combination of observed

intersections would be most effective. Additionally, in section 7.4 we described how we

used OSM data to automatically identify intersections. However, the resulting intersec-

tions still needed manual processing to remove spurious intersections and add missing

intersections, and so there was still considerable room for improvement. As tracking

starts with the initial step of deploying sniffing stations, we believe investigating the

potential capabilities of these kinds tool to help attackers should be investigated.
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Besides this, we also described the need for vehicle re-identification every time an at-

tacker can no longer link pseudonyms to a previous identification. The capabilities and

deployment costs of hardware and software to accomplish this would be a good area of

research to investigate how feasible it is to subvert pseudonyms completely.

8.2.3 Tracking Improvements

Up to now, we have only looked at tracking by using the (S)CAM beacons that vehicles

transmit periodically. However, there are many other sources of information that may

improve tracking performance. For example, the messages that vehicles sent may con-

tain additional identifying information apart from the (pseudonymous) identifier which

we have already discussed. The CAM specification defines the lightbarinuse field to

indicate when an emergency vehicle’s emergency lights are turned on, and there are

also fields called stationLength and stationWidth. If the contents of these fields can be

used to distinguish a specific vehicle, then the advantages of pseudonym changes will be

circumvented and they will not be effective.

There are also external data sources that an attacker may be able to use. For example,

an attacker could use traffic data from public traffic sources such as Google Maps to

improve vehicle tracking. Additionally, real-time navigation data could be used to pre-

dict which routes vehicles are going to take. Drivers are becoming increasing reliant on

in-car navigation services. As anyone may be able to use these services and request the

same navigational data, and attacker could use this information to continually predict

which route a vehicle may take. This will become increasingly relevant when self-driving

vehicles start to come in use, as these vehicles will always follow the routes prescribed

by a navigation service.

With more and more data becoming available and ever advancing data mining methods

to search through and process these data, it may be that it becomes possible for an

attacker to link pseudonyms in ways we have not yet considered. More work needs to

be done to analyse tracking feasibility holistically, taking into account all the different

sources of information that an attacker may have access to.

8.2.4 Road Topology

In chapter 7 we calculated the MTT and privacy level for our experimental scenario, as

well as for the larger Orlando scenario. Even though these two scenarios have completely

different road topologies, the result of our privacy metrics were very similar. This

suggests that the privacy of a vehicle is not dependent on the road topology of where
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it drives. However, we only managed to evaluate two scenarios and it would be an

interesting avenue of research to investigate if there are certain classes of road topologies

that may give an inherent lower or higher degree of privacy. As road topologies are

static, this information would be useful for drivers. For example, if a driver knows it

is currently driving on a road topology that does not give a high degree of privacy, the

decision could be made to compensate by changing pseudonyms more often. Thus, we

suggest the effects of road topologies on tracking as an interesting area of future work.

8.2.5 Hybrid Privacy Flux Function

In section 7.3.3 we introduced our hybrid privacy flux function to measure the privacy

of a vehicle in the presence of a mid-sized attacker. This is however a first version of

this function, and we can envision a number of improvements and extensions that could

improve it. Firstly, we made the simplifying but strong assumption that the privacy

level of a vehicle drops to 0 as soon as it is observed. In reality, this may however

not necessarily be the case. For example, receiving a single CAM from a vehicle at an

intersection may give an attacker no information on its ingress or egress direction, and

thus will not completely reduce the privacy level to 0. This decrease in privacy would be

better modelled by a decay function. How this decay function could model privacy decay

in the presence of a mid-sized attacker would be a useful area of research to improve the

flux function. Secondly, the function could be extended using models describing driver

behaviour. For example, Lefèvre et al. suggested a technique to determine probabilities

of manoeuvres at intersections based on their topology and geographic characteristics

[68]. Combining this model with the flux function might give a more accurate indication

of the amount of privacy that can be gained by crossing an unobserved intersection, and

would be an interesting way to improve the function.

8.2.6 Silent Periods

During our investigation of pseudonym effectiveness, we assumed that vehicle did not use

silent periods after a pseudonym change, as this could interfere with safety applications.

There may however be situations where silent periods can be used. For example, there

may be intersections where the intersection topography is such that the chance of a

collision is very low. It could also be a user decision whether to use silent periods or

not. If a user crosses an intersection where there have historically been few accidents,

the decrease in safety due to pseudonyms may be worth the increase in privacy. Thus

an occasional silent period could potentially lead to a significantly higher privacy level.

Another factor that could affect the safety and the privacy level is where the silent period
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occurs, for example at intersection, or on the road sections approaching intersections.

For these reasons, it would be useful to investigate the effects of silent periods on the

privacy level in the presence of a mid-sized attacker.

8.2.7 Privacy Metrics and Mid-Sized Attackers

In chapter 7 we gave an overview of existing privacy metrics and used two different

metrics to evaluate privacy in our experimental scenario. However, the discussed privacy

metrics all have their respective downsides and they do not fully capture and represent

the true level of privacy that a vehicle has. Good privacy metrics are not only important

to evaluate different mitigation strategies, but they would also allow a driver to determine

when it believes it does not have sufficient privacy and take appropriate mitigating

actions. To enable drivers to make these kinds of decisions, privacy metrics should

give an intuitive quantitative value. Perhaps a single privacy metric is not sufficient to

get the entire picture of the privacy level of a vehicle, and we need to look at certain

combinations of metrics that do. Furthermore, it is not always obvious what a sufficient

level of privacy is, as this can vary by location and driver. The perceived level of privacy

is a matter of user experience, and more work needs to be done to investigate the link

between the actual privacy of a user and how the user experiences this privacy.

Another problem is that most existing literature on pseudonyms and their effectiveness

often assume a global attacker. A global attacker is however not realistic in practice, and

a more likely threat is the mid-sized attacker. For these reasons, more work needs to be

done to develop good privacy metrics that allow for quantitative comparisons not only

between different pseudonym change strategies, but also between different mitigation

strategies altogether, in the presence of a mid-sized attacker.

8.3 Final Words

It is our hope that through this thesis the reader has gained an appreciation of the com-

plexity and necessity of ensuring location privacy in intelligent transportation systems.

Moreover, we wish to emphasize the necessity of taking steps to ensure privacy at an

early development stage. Especially as ITSs are quickly approaching the day where they

will be an always-on feature of every vehicle, it is imperative that we start to implement

privacy enhancing technologies now, instead of as an afterthought when the systems

are already deployed. In a time where mass surveillance by governments seems to have
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become commonplace, ITSs may open up even more ways for our privacy to be compro-

mised. If ITSs are not developed with this in mind, we will hand our location data on

a silver platter to anyone who is listening in.
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